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Dear friends,
In this Annual Report you will see, as a
tradition, all our successful events from the
last working year, all the policies we have
debated and adopted, the meetings we
have held both internally and externally
and how this all accumulates to one working year and the daily work of a great team
for 12 months. The past year has been
shaped by the European elections, we have
had many hard talks about how we want
the future of the EU to look, how we can
change the things we dislike and enhance
the positive things, how we can continue
to work for more youth and student involvement, how we can keep shaping the
EU. It has impacted our events, our discussions and our vision for the year. And
on top of this, this year has been a chance
for us to look out farther into the world, we
have travelled farther, held events both in
Ecuador and China with a large delegation, making sure we keep expanding our
world view and never lose sight of why we
wake up every day to do what we do – to
try to create a better tomorrow.
We also have been active in showing our
continued commitment to the various organisations in which EDS are represented.
Our former Chairman was again elected
to another mandate in the Advisory Council on Youth of the Council of Europe,

Virgilio was elected to the board of IYDU
to even better facilitate and grow our cooperation, the European Youth Forum, we
have attended all Political Assemblies of
the EPP and their Congress in Helsinki to
continuously be the voice of students, education and youth engagement, Helsinki
saw us with a large and active delegation
with Virgilio’s traditional speech from the
main stage and Sara in a panel on digitalization and the digital future. And there are
so many more that deserve a mention.
Again this year we have proudly presented
our magazine BullsEye that has had a great
and successful year, with a team that has gone
above and beyond. We could not be more
proud and more grateful for their work.
Allow us also to take this opportunity to
thank the hundreds of participants who
attended our meetings, delegates, board
members, co-chairs and all of those, who
by the spirit of will and dedication, have
served this organisation we all love so
much. We hope that you will enjoy reading through this Annual Report, where you
will get an even closer look at our activities,
policies and events. We are always here to
listen and to talk, please never hesitate to
contact us. Thank you for now!

Virgilio Falco

Chairman of European Democrat Students

Sara Juriks

Secretary General of European Democrat Students
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Dear friends in EDS,
Another year has passed and I am happy,
once again, to go over it with you in your
Annual Report, which will, this year too,
report important achievements like the
further growth of your network and the increase in the Erasmus budget proposed by
the European Commission, something for
which EDS has always advocated.
Last year, I stressed the importance of
working together in order to overcome the
challenges we are facing and address the
concerns of our citizens.
And we did it. We kept striving and delivering, in order to protect our people from
the threats of terrorism, illegal migration,
economic crisis, the negative effects of globalisation, and climate change.
But our work is not over yet. The biggest
mistake would be to lure ourselves into
thinking that all the problems are solved.
Europeans are still worried about their future, they are still worried about their jobs,
their pensions, their security, their identity,
their way of life. And we are not going to
reassure them just by showing them dry
figures. We have to make them feel the improvements in their everyday life. Turning
a blind eye to a problem, denying it, will
not make it go away.
Certainly, we managed to get through the
worst economic crisis the EU ever experienced, to return to growth, create 9 million
jobs in 4 years, and reach the lowest unemployment rate since the beginning of the crisis. But it is not enough. We have to make
sure each and every citizen can benefit from
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this, and the key words here are education,
digital skills, start-ups, innovation, competitiveness, completion of the single market,
but also we must continue to protect the
most vulnerable among us. If we fail to deliver on all this, more and more Europeans
will be tempted to believe in the easy solutions proposed by the populists, which mainly rely on spending money we do not have,
and we will not be able to avert a new crisis.
As for migration, the increasing popularity of populist and anti-European parties
proves that even the significant decrease in
the number of illegal arrivals – which we
managed to achieve thanks to the creation
of the European border and coast guards
and the amazing work of Frontex – is not
enough to reassure Europeans, to make
them feel the challenges of migration and
integration as a lesser threat. Once again,
if we do not provide concrete and efficient solutions, people will turn toward the
short-sighted, unfair and unilateral solutions the populists offer them.
My friends, it is above all our responsibility, as the main political force in Europe, to
protect European people from these and
other challenges, and for this we need every
member of our family to step in. This is
why I am glad that EDS continues to be
closely involved in and contribute to the
life of our party, by actively participating in
our working groups, joining our fact-finding missions, proposing resolutions – most
recently the resolution on fake news, an increasingly worrying threat to our democracies – and stimulating the political debate
with fresh ideas.

This will be even more important in view
of the upcoming European elections. In
November, at the Helsinki Congress, we
will choose our Spitzenkandidat; we are begun working on the campaign preparation
with Vice President Dara Murphy; and
we have started the reflection process that
will lead to the drafting of our manifesto. I
am convinced that we will once again earn
the trust of European voters, remain the
strongest party in Europe, and continue to
work to deliver even more to our citizens.
But for this, we need the entire political
family to participate and I count on you,
dear friends of EDS, to give your best and
show all your engagement, enthusiasm and
commitment in the campaign!

Joseph Daul

President of the
European People’s Party

Dear friends in EDS,
As the Secretary General of the EPP, it is
my pleasure to address you after a successful year and our continued close cooperation. You have showed strong commitment,
dedication and engagement with the EPP
family, including, other associations and
foundations during two important milestones in this period: the EPP Congress
in Helsinki 2018, where we elected our
spitzenkandidat; and the party’s subsequent
electoral campaign for the EU elections.
Your interaction with fellow students across
the continent and beyond, is an asset to
help shaping the European debate and to
raise awareness about the importance of
the European Union.

students and youngsters and it is important
for us to hear from you in order to understand the needs and concerns of the young
people, the future of Europe. By keeping
this strong cooperation, we all have a lot to
gain, it is a pleasure for us to work alongside such a strong organization like you,
and to have you on our team.
We all look forward to continuing to collaborate next year, A new European term
is in front of us and the EPP needs your
energy and vision. Thank you, dear friends
in EDS!

We have followed your activities across
Europe and beyond: Italy, Hungary, Finland, Spain, Albania, Cyprus, Ecuador
and Lebanon and we are continually impressed with the dedication you showed to
your work and the activity level you have.
During these events you have tackled many
issues ranging from the dangers of nationalism to the fight against corruption. You
have given a way for your members to
learn new ideas and get their voices heard
on topics that are close to all of us. Every
year, you continue to grow your skills and
your knowledge, being a great place for
students all over Europe to learn valuable
skills, to debate policies and to exchange
ideas with likeminded peers. The work you
do contributes to shaping the EPP of the
future, as well as the future of Europe.
During this year, once again, you have
been actively involved in EPP activities:
Political Assemblies, working groups and
fact-finding missions. You give a voice to

Antonio López-Istúriz
Secretary General of the
European People’s Party
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BUREAU

Virgilio Falco
Chairman

Virgilio Falco (28), the EDS Chairman, is a Law graduate from
the LUMSA University of Rome. He is also President of an
EDS member organisation, StudiCentro.
He obtained a MicroMaster in Political Science, organised by
the University of Oxford and Blavatnik School of Government
and a MicroMaster in Humanitarian Law, organized by Harvard University. He served as Deputy Secretary-General and, for
two terms, as Vice-Chairman of EDS. Falco also worked at the
Chamber of Deputies and an online university.
He served as President of the Education Committee of the National Youth Council of Italy, and he writes for several Italian
newspapers (Il Foglio, Il Giornale, Formiche) on educational and
political matters.
He has been audited several times by Parliament and the Ministry of Education on the reforms of school and university.
Since the 2011 congress in Marseille, he has been on the staff of
the organization of the congresses of the European People’s Party.
He also carries out volunteering activities at the Basilica of St.
John in Lateran, in the Vatican City.
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Sara Juriks

Secretary General
Sara Juriks (24) is from Oslo, Norway. She has a Bachelor’s
Degree in Music from BIMM London and did her Postgraduate
studies at UCL in Democracy and Comparative Politics.
She has been active in youth politics since 2011 in various positions, and was elected to the national board of HS in 2016 where
she is still active as International Secretary and board member.
Sara has been active and attending EDS events since 2014. During the working year 2015/2016 she served as a Co-Chair of
the Permanent Working Group of Human Rights, and for the
last two working years, 2016/2017 and 2017/2018 she was in
the Executive Bureau as a Vice Chair, and this last year she has
commited herself full time to EDS and has served as the Secretary General of EDS.
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Hubert Tadych

Vice-Chairman

Hubert Tadych (25) pursued Master of Laws degree in Poland.
His academic interests are competition (anti-trust) law and transportation industry. He is an alumnus of the high-profile School
of Political Leadership. He has gathered his previous professional experience in law and politics both in private law firms and
public bodies. He used to work as an assistant to the Member
of the Parliament and as a communication manager to the party. Simultaneously, he has been actively involved in youth politics since 2012, first at local enterprises, then joining SMD in
2014. On behalf of SMD, he organised in Poland multiple national and international EDS events. Since 2016, he has served
two times in a row as a Co-Chairperson of the EDS Working
Groups. He worked for the EPP Group in the European Parliament in 2018-2019 and was actively involved as a chief in the
European campaign ‘19 in Poland.
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Tommi Pyykkö
Vice-Chairman

Tommi Pyykkö (30) lives in Helsinki, Finland, where he studied
French, European Studies and Political Science at the University
of Helsinki. He has been an active member of TK Finland since
2013 and served as International Secretary in 2016 - 2018.
His first EDS event was in September 2015 in Brussels, and since
the Winter University in Berlin (2016) he has attended every
Council Meeting. During the last working year (2016 – 2017) he
was part of the Social Media Team. Now as a Vice-Chairman,
his main responsibilities within the bureau are the publications,
consisting of this Annual Report and the official magazine of
EDS, BullsEye. He also takes care of the website.
At the moment he works as a parliamentary assistant at the Finnish Parliament. In the future, he aims to combine his studies and
political experience into an EU-related career. This objective
has become more interesting and attractive year by year following his experiences with TK Finland, EDS and his internship
with the EPP Group at the European Parliament.
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Pantelis A. Poetis

Vice-Chairman

Pantelis A. Poetis (24) from Cyprus, has studied two degrees in
Law and International Relations (Political Economy) at Middlesex University London. He is an active member of FPK Protoporia, which is the official student organisation of the DI.SY party
of Cyprus. He currently serves as the International Secretary of
FPK Protoporia.
His first EDS event was in July 2015 in Malta, and since then,
he has attended most EDS events. Now, as a Vice-Chairman he
holds the portfolios of Statutory Amendments, Member-Organisations and Website.
Pantelis has served in several leadership positions in national and
international youth politics, such as that of President of the National Student Federation of Cypriots in the UK. He is also the
Founder and Coordinator of the thinktank O.LA – Team Larnaca,which is a local NGO in the city of Larnaca. He currently
works at Dr Andreas Poetis & Co LLC law firm based in the city
of Larnaca -Cyprus.
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Gergely Losonci
Vice-Chairman

Gergely Losonci (25) is a Hungarian MBA student at Corvinus
University, Budapest. He holds Bachelor’s degrees in Business
& Management and Finance, and he is also a Chartered Accountant. Gergely worked at the European Parliament for the
Hungarian EPP delegation, and currently works as a business
consultant in Budapest. He has been involved in youth politics
since 2015 and is now serving as Vice-Chairman of EDS and
Deputy International Secretary of Fidelitas. Within EDS he is
responsible for preparations for the EU 2019 Elections and the
2018 EPP Congress.
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Carlo Giacomo
Angrisano Girauta
Vice-Chairman

Carlo Giacomo (22) is an ESADE Alumni, where he graduated
with a Law Degree. He is currently the International Secretary
of NNGG in Spain and is also a member of the direction committee of the Catalan PP. In 2016 he was the youngest candidate
in Barcelona’s constituency during the legislative elections. In
that campaign, he also assumed a position in the campaign team
of the Interior Minister.
Since the Summer University of Larnaca 2016, Carlo Giacomo has been active in EDS. During the Malta Council Meeting
2017, he represented NNGG and obtained an almost unanimous vote on NNGG’s full membership. That same year he was
elected Vice-Chairman during the Varna Summer University
and then re-elected in the 2018 Genova SU. As EDS Vice Chairman he organized the Barcelona WU, the two editions of Caja
Política Study Mission and the Study Mission in China.
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Robert Kiss

Vice-Chairman
Robert Kiss (30) was born in Sfantu Gheorghe, Romania. He
holds a Bachelor degree in Business & Management from Corvinus University of Budapest. Robert also holds a Masters degree Economy & Tourism and Political Campaign Analysis from
Transilvania University Brasov. He is one of the founding members of RMKDM. Robert has been active in youth politics since
2011, and since then he has held several national positions. In
2014, he was elected vice-chairman of RMKDM, and re-elected for a second term in 2016. Robert has been active in EDS
since the Council Meeting in Rome in 2014. He was elected
as co-chairman for the human rights working group in 2016.
Robert was elected Vice-Chairman of EDS in 2017. In 2018 he
was re-elected as EDS Vice-Chairman. He is responsible for the
Permanent Working Groups and Conference Resolution.
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Boyana Taneva

Vice-Chairwoman

Boyana Taneva (25) lives in Stara Zagora, Bulgaria. She obtained her Bachelor degree in European law in Aberystwyth
University, United Kingdom and her Master’s degree in University of Vienna, Austria. She did an internship in National
Custom Duties Agency. Her job in the Agency was dealing with
Climate Change Levy, cogeneration of energy and power. The
main objective of her work was to assess, collect and account
duties and taxes due on imports and cogeneration of energy in
the different international projects. She is currently working in
the private sector in Bulgaria for company trading with baby
products international patent, trademarks and certification. She
is also doing a great job participating in different NGO’s dealing
with youth policy in Bulgaria. She has been an active member
since 2010, working in numerous political campaigns on national level. She is also involved in many international activities.
She served as a Co-Chair of the Working Group Policies for
Europe during the 2017/2018 working year. She was elected as
Vice-Chairwoman of EDS in 2018. Currently, within the EDS
Executive Bureau, Boyana is responsible for communication, social media and event reports.
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Zeger Saerens
Vice-Chairman

Zeger Saerens (23) is a graduating Master of Laws specializing
in European and Corporate Law. He holds academic degrees
from the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KUL) and Université
Saint-Louis (Brussels). Zeger has won several awards while representing the KUL in several international pleading competitions
(winner of the Frits Kalshoven Moot Court in The Hague and
Semi-Finalist of the European Law Moot Court in Edinburgh).
Zeger gained his work experiences and professional skills from
internships at three international law firms, two Belgian Federal
Ministerial Offices and several governmental institutions.
In July 2017, the executive board of EDS appointed him as CoChair of the PWG Policies for Europe.
The Council elected Zeger as Vice-Chairman in Genova in the
summer of 2018.
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Libertas Ezako

Deputy
Secretary General
Libertas Ezako (28) lives in Brussels, Belgium. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science and is pursuing a Master’s degree in International Relations with a specialisation in Diplomacy and Conflict Resolutions at the Université Catholique de
Louvain-la- Neuve (UCL).
Since 2015, she has been an active member of Jeunes cdH
where she was the Secretary-General of the Youth Assembly, as
well as in her hometown, Namur, where she was responsible for
the organisation of local events. She was also the International
Secretary of the student’s branch edH for two years.
Before being appointed as Deputy Secretary-General, she has
been elected as Vice Chairwoman of EDS at the Summer University in Varna in 2017.
Currently, Libertas is mainly in charge of the EDS office in Brussels. Jointly with the Secretary-General, she takes care of the
organisational, financial and administrative tasks of EDS.
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Tomasz Kaniecki

Honorary Chairman
Tomasz’s (24) main interests are European markets, economy,
foreign policy, and political risk analysis.
His introduction to politics came through his service as a field
organiser for the 2011 campaign of former Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Radosław Sikorski. Since then, Tomasz has been
an active member of the Youth branch of Civic Platform (EPP)
where, besides his involvement at an international and local level, he devotes his attention to charitable activities.
In 2015 he received honours from the British and Swedish Embassies in Poland for the best paper on the US-EU trade agreement (TTIP); in 2017 the Polish IT and Telecommunication
Chamber awarded him for the best presentation on cybersecurity regulation in the banking sector.
Tomasz holds a master’s degree in law with the dissertation focused on cybersecurity.
In the past, Tomasz served as Co-Chairman of the Policies for
Europe Permanent Working Group, member of the BullsEye editorial team and Vice-Chairman. In the WG 2017/2018, he was
EDS Secretary General.
Currently, he works in the global law firm in the business intelligence team.
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EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION
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MONTH

EVENT

ORGANISER

DATE

WHERE

WHO

August

Visit to CSJ Luxemburg

CSJ

01.08.2018

Luxembourg

Virgilio Falco

TK Finland’s
Summer Seminar

TK Finland

17-19.08.2018

Porvoo, Finland

Virgilio Falco, Sara Juriks,
Tommi Pyykkö

Meeting with EIB
Vice-President
Alexander Stubb

Alexander Stubb

21.08.2018

Helsinki, Finland

Tommi Pyykkö

Handover meeting

EDS

30.08.2018

Warsaw, Poland

Virgilio Falco, Sara Juriks,
Tomasz Kaniecki

Meeting with EU’s
Chief Brexit Negotiator
Michel Barnier

Michel Barnier

05.09.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Tommi Pyykö, Sara Juriks,
Robert Kiss, Virgilio Falco

Meeting with EIB
Vice-President
Alexander Stubb

Alexander Stubb

05.09.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Tommi Pyykkö, Sara
Juriks, Robert Kiss, Virgilio Falco

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

05-06.09.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Tommi Pyykkö, Sara
Juriks, Robert Kiss, Virgilio Falco, Carlo Angrisano

Seminary on Balkans

EPPW, KAS, HSS

21.09.2018

Tirana, Albania

Virgilio Falco

Meeting with
Mladí Konzervativci

EDS

30.09.2018

Prague, Czech Republic

Virgilio Falco

Nordic Conservative
Student Union (NKSU) event

NKSU

06-07.10.2018

Tampere, Finland

Virgilio Falco, Sara Juriks,
Tommi Pyykkö

IUSY Conference on
MENA region

Olof Palme Foundation

06.10.2018

Stockholm, Sweden

Virgilio Falco, Giorgos
Chatzigeorgiou

Forum 2000

Forum 2000 Foundation

07-08.10.2018

Prague, Czech Republic

Carlo Angrisano

Meeting with
EPP Secretary General

EDS

10.10.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

Seminary of EPP Group on
education

EPP group

11.10.2018

Thessalonica, Greece

Virgilio Falco

RCDS Congress

RCDS

12-14.10.2018

Berlin, Germany

Sara Juriks

EPP Group and KAS
seminary on
Artificial Intelligence

EPP Group, KAS

15.10.2018

Berlin, Germany

Virgilio Falco

Visit to Lebanese Forces

EDS

20-21.10.2018

Beirut, Lebanon

Virgilio Falco

UN World Forum

United Nations

22-21.10.2018

Dubai, UEA

Virgilio Falco

Fidelitas Congress Sopron

Fidelitas

27.10.2018

Sopron, Hungary

Robert Kiss, Virgilio Falco,
Gergely Losonci

Meeting with the Chinese
Permanent Representation in front of the EU

EDS

29.10.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco, Carlo
Angrisano

YEPP Congress Athens

YEPP

01-04.11.2018

Athens, Greece

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

06.11.2018

Helsinki, Finland

Tommi Pyykkö, Sara
Juriks, Robert Kiss, Carlo
Angrisano, Virgilio Falco

Meeting with Chairman of
the EPP Group
Manfred Weber

EDS

07.11.2018

Helsinki, Finland

Tommi Pyykkö, Sara
Juriks, Robert Kiss, Carlo
Angrisano, Virgilio Falco

September

October

November
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MONTH

December

January

February

22

EVENT

ORGANISER

DATE

WHERE

WHO

EPP Congress

EPP

07-08.11.2018

Helsinki, Finland

Tommi Pyykkö, Sara
Juriks, Robert Kiss, Carlo
Angrisano, Virgilio Falco

IYDU Congress

IYDU

09-11.11.2018

Helsinki, Finland

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

En Marche! International
Conference

Les Jeunes avec Macron

16-18.11.2018

Paris, France

Virgilio Falco

European Youth Forum
General Assembly

EYF

22-24.11.2018

Novi Sad, Serbia

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

EPP Campaign Managers
Meeting

EPP

29-30.11.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

MGERB Conference

MGERB

28-29.11.2018

Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

Robert Kiss, Boyana
Taneva

EPP Political Scrum

EPP

29.11.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

Meeting with delegation
from Arena, El Salvador

EPP

30.11.2018

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

Meetings with IRI, EDYN,
President Trump Special
Assistant

EDS

5-9.12.2018

Washington DC, USA

Virgilio Falco

Meetings at United
Nations

EDS

10-12.12.2018

New York, USA

Virgilio Falco

DEMYC Council Meeting

DEMYC

14-15.12.2018

Modena, Italy

Virgilio Falco,
Carlo Angrisano

Meetings at KAS HQ

EDS

20.12.2018

Berlin, Germany

Virgilio Falco

EPP Women Congress

EPP Women

23-24.11.2018

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Boyana Taneva

Visit to JP Portugal

EDS

18.01.2019

Lisbon, Portugal

Virgilio Falco,
Pantelis Poetis

Partido Popular
Convention

PP

19.01.2019

Madrid, Spain

Virgilio Falco,
Carlo Angrisano

Visit of Chinese PhD
students delegation to EDS

EDS

28.01.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco,
Libertas Ezako

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

04-05.02.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco,
Robert Kiss

EPP Political Scrum

EPP

04-05.02.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Hubert Tadych

Meeting with EPP
Spitzenkandidaten

EPP

05.02.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

Visit to United Young
National Movement and
Young Student
Organisation Graali

EDS

14-17.02.2019

Tiblisi, Georgia

Virgilio Falco

Meeting with Commissioner for Education,
Culture, Youth and Sport
Navracsics

EDS

21.02.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco,
Gergely Losonci

RMDSZ Congress

RMDSZ

22-24.02.2019

Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Robert Kiss,
Gergely Losonci

YEPP Council Meeting

YEPP

23.02.2019

Prague, Czech Republic

Virgilio Falco

MONTH

March

April

May

June

EVENT

ORGANISER

DATE

WHERE

WHO

United Nations and
IOM Youth and Migration
meeting

UN/IOM

27-28.02.2019

New York, U.S.

Sara Juriks

EPP Group Conference
on Youth organisations in
the Balkans

EPP group

05.03.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

NKSU Meeting

NKSU

07-09.03.2019

London, UK

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

Young EP Candidates
Conference

Via Nova

08.03.2019

Alsóbodok, Slovakia

Robert Kiss,
Gergely Losonci

Young EP Candidates
Conference

Fidelitas

12.03.2019

Budapest, Hungary

Robert Kiss

Visit to SDA Youth and
KAS Bosnia

EDS

15-17.03.2019

Sarajevo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Virgilio Falco

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

20.03.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco, Hubert
Tadych, Gergely Losonci

Robert Schuman Institute
General Meeting

RSI

03.04.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Sara Juriks

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

08-09.04.2019

Brussels, Belgium

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

YEPP Council Meeting

YEPP

11-14.04.2019

Vienna, Austria

Sara Juriks, Robert Kiss,
Carlo Angrisano

YEN Easter Seminar

MIÉRT

11-17.04.2019

Sepsiszentgyörgy,
Romania

Robert Kiss

IYDU Freedom Forum

IYDU

12-15.04.2019

Rabat - Marrakech,
Marocco

Virgilio Falco

Team Weber Campaign
Kick Off

EPP/Team Weber

23.04.2019

Athens, Greece

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco,
Robert Kiss,
Carlo Angrisano

Visit to SMD and tribute
to Gdansk Mayor
Adamowicz

EDS

04.05.2019

Warsaw - Gdansk, Poland

Virgilio Falco

Visit to Uppreisn

EDS

16.05.2019

Reykjavik, Iceland

Virgilio Falco

OECD Forum 2019

OECD

19.05.2019

Paris, France

Virgilio Falco

Team Weber Campaign
Finale

EPP/Team Weber

24.05.2019

Munich, Germany

Sara Juriks, Virgilio Falco

Visit to Pro Youth Wing

EDS

14.06.2019

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Virgilio Falco,
Pantelis Poetis

Visit to KAS office

EDS

16.06.2019

Montevideo, Uruguay

Virgilio Falco,
Pantelis Poetis

Conference on
international youth
relations

Juventude Democratas

18.06.2019

Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Virgilio Falco,
Pantelis Poetis
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WORKING GROUPS AND RESOLUTIO

ONS

HIGHER EDUCATION & RESEARCH

26

Giuseppe Palmero

Juliana Naglmayr

Karlo Kolesar

is currently studying law
at Università Cattolica
del Sacro Cuore in Milan
and served in StudiCentro
since 2014 in the national
board. Since high school
he has held many elective
positions in the regional
student council being its
President in 2015. In 2017
he has been elected Student’s Representative in
the University Council. In
2019 he has been elected
City Councillor of the city
of Ventimiglia (IM) with
128 votes.

is currently studying German, History and Geography for teaching at the
Paris-Lodron University of
Salzburg. She is part of the
national board of AG and
responsible for international affairs. In addition to her
position as international
secretary she is chairwoman of the student parliament at the educational
college of Salzburg and
holds a mandate in several study Commission. In
EDS it is her second year
as a co-chair for this working group.

has a specialized master
degree in the field of tourism. During his education
he was the president of the
Croatian Student Council
of Universities and University Colleges of applied
sciences, representing 40
000 students. He is a lecturer at the Edward Bernays University College in
Zagreb and the secretary
of the tourism study programmes. In HAZ Karlo
is the deputy president
and is leading the student
pillar within the organization. He is also an active
member of the International board of the youth
of HDZ. In EDS it his first
year as a co-chair for this
working group.

StudiCentro, Italy

Aktionsgemeinschaft , Austria

HAZ, Croatia

After the traditional election of the new
board at the Summer University 2018 in
Genoa, the heads of the permanent and
extraordinary working groups were also
newly appointed. After the appointment,
the team met in the Headquarters for Skills
Training in Brussels. There we got training in the new functions and worked out
the expected annual plan. In Brussels, we
decided to focus on topics in particular on
the optimization of already established
projects and proposals for implementation
of fundamentally arising problem areas
through the Bologna Process. In Budapest,
we discussed a possible project extension of
Discover EU, a mobility project to strengthen, above all, the European spirit of community among young people. Students
should also have access to it, especially in
conjunction with Erasmus +.
One of the motions which were presented by the working group and supported
by the Council in Barcelona was the topic „Harmonization of EU academic title
terminology (HATT)“. To secure a single

understanding of higher education without
interfering with the national educational
systems the answer lies within the English translation of EU academic titles and
achievements on all levels of study. HATT
will directly promote mobility and linkage
between education programmes and more
importantly it will assure easy access to the
world of work platform. An illustration
of a title harmonization would be that all
studies on EQF level 7 contain a 'Master
of Science' prefix whilst having a modular
suffix depending on the nature of a finished programme (arts, business, professional etc.). Other topics that we worked on
in the working group included the call for
the nationwide establishment of Eduroam
(university and higher education institutes
network), the development of a solution for
the problem of psychological stress on students and the requirement of a system for
the automatic mutual recognition of university degrees.

Higher Education and Research had the
task to focus on the most important and urgent topics regarding the higher education
area in Europe. The Co-Chairs tried to
present concrete measures to the Council
in which they have put emphasis on current
topics which are important for youth and
students. The recognition of their work
and exert was confirmed by all the motions
proposed by the Working Group being
adopted by the Council. The Itinerary of
the Working Group consisted of efficient
discussions and dialogues with the goal to
bring important topics closer to the youth
in Europe.

Over the past working year, the Co-Chairs
of the Permanent Working Group on
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“DISCOVER EU”
A GREAT
POSSIBILITY
ALSO FOR
STUDENTS?
Presented by
PWG HE&R

To share and strengthen the idea of
a common Europe, it is necessary to
bring this awareness to the young generation. They form the future of this
strong community and should later,
with conviction, embody this message
of communion. With the project "Discover EU" another important milestone for the direct experience of our
versatile habitat was created. Over
15,000 interrail tickets have been
made available to many young people
so they can get to know new cultures
and traditions and to make new connections. The high level of interest in
discovering and experiencing European multicultural networking is illustrated by the number of applications
totaling 100,480.
Such a project would also be a great
enrichment for students and is not only
influential in raising the awareness of
a European community, but also in the
field of education and for future basic
vocational qualifications. These efforts
are also highlighted in the Strategic
Framework - Education and Training
2020: "At least 20% of university graduates and 6% of 18-34-year old’s with
a basic vocational qualification should
be able to study or train abroad for a
longer period of time."
The establishment of the European
Union Program for European University Mobility for Rural Mobility
(ERASMUS) in 1987 was the first step
towards the effective implementation
of this project. To this day, ERASMUS is rapidly evolving, offering not
only students the opportunity to further their education abroad, but also
great opportunities for young entrepreneurs. With the establishment of
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this possibility, factors such as flexibility and mobility play an essential role
in students' lives. In the academic year
2013/14, over 250,000 students took
the opportunity to spend time abroad
at one of the many participating universities. This opportunity not only
offers benefits in terms of career development, but also a new insight into
unknown cultures, multicultural networking and personal development.
However, there is always a problem in
terms of mobility.
Very few students can rate their desired
study goal in advance or compare it
with other offers. Even during the exchange, many students are connected
to their city due to the high cost and
inability to travel, even on vacation,
when many want to afford a trip home
to visit their family. But even after the
stay many want to return to their new
friends and acquaintances.

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student's organisation of
the European People's Party:
• Are fully aware that this unique project
is an enrichment for the target group
and we congratulate support the European Commission on this initiative;
•

Recognising the positive effects of such
projects;

•

Have devoted attention for the need to
include the student population in the
concrete „Discover EU“ initiative aswell;

•

Believe that widening the project would
follow the guidelines of the Education
and Trainig 2020 Strategy Framework
regarding student mobility.

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student organization of
the European People's Party:
• Encourage Member States to develop
and support projects similar to "Discover EU";
•

Encourage higher education institutions to promote the mobility of students and young people in the European Higher Education Area;

•

Invite the European Commission to
increase the resources for student mobility and to develop further projects;

•

Continue to recommend that you
develop and implement a new student-only project based on the „Discover EU“ guidelines and its content.
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EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME
FOR SMALL AND
MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES IN
THE EUROPEAN
UNION
Presented by
Fidelitas Hungary

In the 21st century Small and Medium-sized
enterprises would be the backbone of the
European economy. These companies can
create jobs in smaller and less-developed
areas all around the Union and can help
young EU citizens to stay in their home
countries and start their life there.
The European Union has also recognised the importance of local SMEs
and launched the Erasmus+ for Young
Entrepreneurs in 2009. During the programme the participants can gather and
exchange knowledge and business ideas
with an experienced entrepreneur, with
whom they stay and collaborate for a
period of 1 to 6 months.
The exchange programme has been a huge
success. As a follow up initiation, the EU
has also launched the Programme for the
Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (COSME)
which has reinforced the existing Erasmus
for YE agenda.
It is a welcomed process that the EU has
recognised the importance of SME development and founded specific programmes
for exchange programmes. Furthermore,
deeper cooperation and support for young
entrepreneurs in the Union is necessary.
Besides of the exchange experience, young
businessmen need more specific knowledge
in their field of practice. Language courses,
business trainings should have been put in
place for them in every European Union
member state. It can also be mixed with
the exchange programmes. Before or after
their foreign visits they would participate in
a ‘business course’ in their home countries.
During the whole course they should focus
on obtaining a knowledge to build a company which can connect to the European
single market.
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We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official students’ organisation
of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Recognize the crucial role of small
and medium enterprises in the economy of the EU
•

Welcome the existing efforts of the
EU to strengthen and develop young
SME-entrepreneurs with the Erasmus
for YE Programme.

Call upon the European Commission,
• To expand the existing supporting
programmes (such as Erasmus+) for
young entrepreneurs;
•

To develop the exchange programmes
further into a more complex and comprehensive education programme for
young entrepreneurs.

MENTAL HEALTH
AND HIGHER
EDUCATION
Presented by
HS Norway

Across Europe studies show that students
and young adults are struggling more and
more with mental health issues. For many
starting University, moving away from
home, the pressure of being solely responsible for your own life becomes too much
and many students are therefore more
prone to for example depression and anxiety. In 2015 and 2016 the NUS (National
Union of Students) conducted a survey in
the UK and the results were shocking; 78%
of the students surveyed said they were experiencing mental health issues such as depression or anxiety, and even more alarming 33% of students had suicidal thoughts.
This coupled with 54% of the ones that
had experienced mental health issues
claiming they had never sought help or
did not know where to seek help, it is clear
something needs to be done. In 2012 the
Office for National Statistics in the UK had
reported 112 students that had taken their
own life, this number should be alarming
to everyone.

•

Seek to remove the stigma around mental health and wish to promote mental
health among all students and youth

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization of the European People’s Party
(EPP) call upon the European Union
Member States,
• To ensure easily available mental
health counselling for all students at all
Higher Education institutions
•

To promote mental health awareness
amongst youth and students

•

To educate youth and students about
mental health counselling and support
available for them in their communities

The students of today are the CEO’s,
CFO’s, managers, MP’s and world leaders
of tomorrow. But they will only reach this
full potential if we help them get through
the crucial stage of University. There needs
to be better support available for students,
easily available and well-known. By ensuring all students that wish to seek help have
the possibility to do so, and also know how
to, we may change the negative trend and
make a tremendous difference.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Acknowledge the importance of improving mental health support availability for students
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HARMONIZATION
OF EU
ACADEMIC TITLE
TERMINOLOGY
(HATT)
Presented by
PWG HE&R

Given the fact that Europe is demographically the oldest continent , it is expected to
promote and invest in lifelong education
policies. The increasing number of elderly
in our population will inevitably put a heavy
burden on the working age population; thus,
in order to facilitate a sustainable workforce
community, an upward movement of highly
educated professionals is required. For instance, ‘’the strategic framework for European cooperation in education and training
(ET 2020)’’ supports achieving a benchmark
of at least 40% of people aged 30-34 across
Europe, who will have completed some kind
of higher education by the year 2020 . Rest
assured, working age will be prolonged and
additional training within professions will be
necessary. Following this, ‘’ET 2020’’ strategy expects at least 20% of higher education graduates to spend some time studying
or training abroad. The access to education
and learning has never been more emphasized so to accumulate effective workforce,
the entry point for all education needs to be
equated throughout member states, allowing the economic prosperity and respecting
the European Pillar of Social Rights⁴, which
states set out as its first principle that everyone has the right to quality and inclusive education, training and lifelong learning. First
step towards such an open access knowledge
system is embedded in qualification terminology harmonization.
One of the main characteristics of the
European Union is mobility in terms of
acceptance within its borders. In fact, EU
leaders call for ‘’a Union where young people receive the best education and training
and can study and find jobs across the continent’’ noting their stance in the Rome Declaration 2017 .
Hence, student exchange programs are of
vital importance for higher education devel-
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opment and surely for widening expanding
knowledge that students have access to. Even
after students finish their studies, open market and mobility are requisites for offering the
competences they obtain as young experts.
However, in the light of comprehensive understanding, it is imperative to enable a globalisation of knowledge and, subsequently,
foster a largely flexible labour market. Employers views on Annual Growth Survey
2019 support the need for investing in human capital and suggest productivity growth
for a sustainable monetary environment.
The EU already recognised the importance
of regulating higher education outcomes
and recognitions. Therefore, the ECTS
credit system has been implemented to
provide a starting point for study evaluation particularly between member states.
After Bologna was adopted in 1999, policy
makers were aware of a still much needed
structure in the European higher education
area (EHEA) and the EQF guidelines were
made. The European Qualification Framework suggests different levels of knowledge
and skills students achieve by grouping them
into a set of learning outcomes makes comparison possible.
To secure a single understanding of higher
education without interfering with the national educational systems, the answer lies
within the English translation of EU academic titles and achievements on all levels of
study. HATT would directly promote mobility and linkage between education programmes and, more importantly, it would
assure easy access to the world of work platform. An illustration of a title harmonization would be that all studies on EQF level
7 contain a ‘Master of Science’ prefix whilst
having a modular suffix depending on the
nature of a finished programme (arts, business, professional etc.).

This initiative presents a positive starting
point for all European students, who are
trying to present their skills, competences
and knowledge while entering the academic or work community, hoping to invest in
themselves, in their future and in Europe. In
conclusion, the main reason for educational
policies similar to this project is to empower
the young while simultaneously nurturing
the aging population we are facing as a result of the social changes in Europe.

•

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student organisation of the
European Peoples Party:
• Acknowledge that European educational needs are changing;

•

Encourage higher education institutions to promote the mobility of students and young people in the European Higher Education Area;

•

Invite the European Commission to
support the HATT project for better
work and education mobility;

•

Call upon the European Commission
to produce the EU academic title terminology in the English language;

•

Continue to recommend that the European Commission provides funds for
mobility, education and research.

•

Recognise the positive effects of learning mobility;

•

Emphasize that education and training
have a crucial role in meeting the many
socio-economic, demographic, environmental and technological challenges facing Europe;

•

Have devoted our attention to the need
to ensure equal qualification recognition throughout EU member states;

•

Believe that HATT would follow the
guidelines of the Education and Training 2020 Strategy Framework;

•

Believe that HATT would provide equal
opportunities to European citizens;

•

Recognise the benefit of such a measure for strengthening the labour market
network;

•

Acknowledge that it is the government’s
responsibility in every European Union
member state to implement HATT;

Keep in mind the European Commission can motivate the governments of
member states to approach the forthcoming educational changes proactively.

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student organization of the
European Peoples Party:
• Encourage Member States to develop
and support the HATT project in their
education systems;
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TACKLING
ACADEMIC
GHOSTWRITING
Presented by
RCDS Germany

In the last 10 years, the possibility for students to use ghostwriters to complete essays, bachelor and master dissertations has
increased significantly. Academic ghostwriting is the act of hiring an anonymous
person, the ghostwriter, to write dissertations that are then officially credited to
the person that sought the service of the
ghostwriter. Today, we have ghostwriting
individuals and firms offering their services
online over social networks like Facebook
and in university newspapers for students.
This development has led to a qualitative
deterioration of the academic degree itself.
More and more students don’t understand
how the existence of such practices are still
considered legal.
The current state in countries like Germany punishes students with deregistration
if it is found out that they lied when they
declared that the dissertation they wrote
was their own work. The people who actually wrote the dissertations for the students
that got punished, continue without consequences. Those students that don’t get
caught get lucky and have to live with the
fact that they bought their degree. This is
extremely unfair to those students that cannot afford to buy their dissertation and it
definitely is not fair to those students that
do the work themselves. Through this way,
the whole principle of merit and a society based on giving those people who work
hard more credit is in question.
Exceptions can be made though. Students
that need help with their dissertation if they
are in their first semester or study a course
with very few essays or dissertations have
the possibility to work with peers, exchange
best practices and visit training courses and
seminars for writing dissertations. Then
however, entities that offer such services
should not be allowed to advertise with slo-
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gans such as „we will write your dissertation for you“, as these are misleading and
not something anyone should take literally.
Organizations like the German Organization for Higher Education have already
made the request in 2012 and repeatedly
in 2015 to make academic ghostwriting a
criminal offense.

We, the European Democrat Students,
official student organization of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Believe in the importance of independent self-evaluation, reflection and
transparency;
•

Recognize other legal and accepted
methods and contexts of ghostwriting;

•

Realize current constellations of unfair treatment in forms of one-sided
penalties for people involved in the
process of ghostwriting;

•

Acknowledge the existence of non-registered academic ghostwriters;

•

Consider differences in additional requirements for a dissertation between
member states;

Call upon the EU Commission and the
Member States to:
• Organize public awareness campaigns
against academic ghostwriting. These
should be encouraged by universities
and other higher education institutions, student bodies, local and regional actors.
•

Highlight the differences between academic ghostwriting and ghostwriting
for private firms, organizations and

politicians in the applicable awareness
campaigns and regulations.
•

Encourage universities and similar institutions of higher education to apply
the same penalties to ghostwriters (i.e.
deregistration or similar penalties) if
they are also students at said university
or similar institution.

•

Apply financial penalties to academic
ghostwriters if they are not students at
a university or similar institution.

•

Introduce the adoption of declarations
of independent work in addition to
dissertations. Since a written work that
was completed by a ghostwriter does
not fall into the category of plagiarism,
universities and similar institutions of
higher education need to demand a
declaration of independent work from
their students dissertations instead of
only a plagiarism declaration.
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FREEDOM FOR
CATALAN
EDUCATION
SYSTEM
Presented by
NNGG Spain

On September 2017, the Parliament of
Catalonia illegally passed an act to allow the unconstitutional referendum regarding the independence of the region.
This referendum was suspended because
it attempted to break the Spanish sovereignty. Despite the decision of the Constitutional Court against the referendum
act, the secessionists organized the illegal
referendum. After that, the Government
of Spain had to adopt Article 155 of the
Constitution and restore the rule of law
there and call for early regional elections.
The result of that election was almost the
same as the ones before: the non-secessionists won in votes but not in seats of the
Regional Parliament.
Spain is a “full democracy” according to
The Economist. Catalonia is an autonomous community fully recognized in the
Spanish Constitution with autonomy in
education, health, culture, justice, environment, communications, transportation
and commerce. Catalonia even have their
own police force. Spain is one of the most
decentralized countries in Europe and
Catalonia is one of the regions with the
highest level of self-governance.
The secessionist government have not
stopped exacerbating tensions between
the Spanish people who live in Catalonia and dividing the society in order to
achieve their political goals. The Catalan
secessionists tried to convince the Catalan
people controlling the public media and
the indoctrination in schools. The Catalan
language is key because it is another way
to increase the difference from the Spanish culture.
There is a clear strategy to start the socalled “nation-building process” since 90’s
when the “Programa 2000” was created
by the Catalan government of that time.
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The “nation-building process” was based
on promoting a Catalan national sentiment among teachers, parents and pupils.
Spanish is gradually being pushed out of
schools and public life in general. There is
a political instrumentalisation of schooling around the illegal referendum and the
independence. The secessionists want to
have an impact on parents’ associations,
bringing in people and leaders with nationalist views. It is not only an issue about
controlling the schooling, but controlling
the civil society around the students too.
Most of the student organizations have
pro-independence views. There are many
sentences by the Spanish Supreme Court
which expressly rejects indoctrination
in schools and call for neutrality of the
schooling in Catalonia. In a democratic society it should not be the teachers,
nor the educational administration or the
teaching centers, who stand as the arbiter of controversial issues to the students.
The Catalan students needs a free area for
discussion in Catalonian civil society that
does not exist anymore.
The whole education system was being
instrumentalised in favour of separatism.
The Department of Education, the management bodies of the universities and
other education centers or even teachers’ trade unions and parents associations
have been working for the independence.
In many cases they have circulated large
numbers of political statements by schools
and universitites that questioned the application of the Constitution, some judgments and the action of the security forces
in Catalonia. Spanish secessionists have
blamed Catalan-language instruction as
a force for fostering separatist sentiments.
The indoctrination in schools happens
in large part because of the fake language-immersion program. For decades

an exclusive identity concept has been
promoted with Catalan as the only vehicular and communication language in the
centers.
We, as Europeans, believe in freedom and
equality between Europeans, but there is
no real equality in that part of Spain because there are people that cannot choose
the working language at school for their
children. We will not improve our system
if the education turns into indoctrination.

have the right to choose the kind of
education that shall be given to their
children” with the purpose of ensuring that children are granted the right
to study in their mother tongue.
•

Demand respect for the freedom of
thought of the pupils and guaranteed
the impartiality of the teachers.

•

Encourage the European Parliament
to start an investigation if the clauses
above are not implemented.

We, European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official students’ organisation of the European People’s Party:
• Are alarmed by the rising tension in
Catalonian civil society because of the
secessionists policies,
•

Aware that children have suffered because of their views, or even their parents views,

•

Conscious of the indoctrination
through education and public media,

•

Concerned about the decrease in
quality of the Catalan Education System, according to Programme for International Student Assessment.

We, European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official students’ organisation of the European People’s Party:
• Urge the Government of Catalonia to
stop the indoctrination through education and ensure a high quality and
impartial educational system.
•

Call for the implementation of article
26.3 of the Universal Charter of Human Rights which states that “Parents
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THE FUTURE OF
EDUROAM
(EDUcation
ROAMing):
FREE WIFI FOR
EACH STUDENT
Presented by
PWG HE&R

Online administration systems have long
since established themselves in the age of
digitalization, not only in the fields of business or healthcare, but also in education and
research. The handwritten class book at
school has been replaced by so-called timetable softwares and higher education institutions are also following the modern trend.
Although it is still common at many universities and higher educations institutes to
appear in person for the first registration, at
the latest after the official registration one is
confronted with the institute’s own online
system. The registration for courses, as well
as the access to course documents or the
simple communication with the teachers is
more and more tackled in a digital way and
often no longer offered in a different way.
Accordingly, a well-functioning network
system that enables students and teachers
to work flawlessly and, above all, is correspondingly secure when dealing with sensitive data is indispensable.
For this reason, a new project entitled
„Education Roaming” (eduroam) was
launched within the framework of the
GÈANT Community for Research and
Education Networks in Europe. Under this
partnership agreement, GÉANT 2020, the
project will receive funding from the European Union’s “2020”; research and innovation programme.
If an institution decides to establish the
eduroam system, all users of the home network can log on and use the WLAN infrastructure of numerous global educational
institutions with their conventional access
data. Thus, all necessary online resources for the organization and execution of
studies or research work can be accessed
free of charge and, above all, with a secure
connection without the possibility of being
accessed by strangers.
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Beyond the development years, more and
more institutions throughout Europe welcomed the idea and started to join the infrastructure. Since September 2007, the
European Union has been financing the
continued operation of the project and the
maintenance of the eduroam service at
European level. As already mentioned in
passing, there is no talk of an area - wide
implementation.
For students and also teachers, this offer
supplies a tremendous relief in everyday
university life. Especially in studies that are
carried out at different faculties or even different locations, one always remains connected to one network and does not have
to log in to the different wireless local area
networks again and again, if there is one
at all, or have to use the private resources. External teachers are no longer a rarity
in today’s university and can benefit from
the coordinated system at the various locations. One particular advantage of this
project is the selective implementation of
this project for students in the Erasmus +
program, who are thus offered a free and
secure network opportunity abroad as well.

We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organization of the European Peoples Party:
• Appreciate the promotion of the implementation of educational and research-specific projects at European
and international level
•

Recognize the positive effect of the
eduroam system on digitalization in
higher education

•

Believe that the establishment of the
eduroam system on many other universities and higher education institu-

tions will bring a significant relief to
everyday student life in Europe

We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organization of the European Peoples Party:
• Encourage member states at their
universities and higher education
institutions to further establish the
eduroam system
•

Invite the European Commission to
continue supporting the eduroam
project

•

Call upon the European Commission
to further develop the project an keep
it up to date

•

Encourage higher education institutions to send a message to the European community and to enable all
European students to have the chance
for a free and secure internet connection in their education
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Christie Maike

Vladimir Kljajic

Oleksandr Novak

holds a BA in Political
Science and International
Affairs with an emphasis
on Conflict Analysis and
Resolution. She currently
works as a research and
project coordinator for
Lebanon Support, a local
non-governmental organization in Beirut. She is
mainly in charge of all projects, research analysis, and
events related to Gender
Equity in Lebanon. Christie has been involved in
student politics since 2014,
and has been an active
member of the Lebanese
Forces Youth Association
since 2018.

is 28 years old with a BA
in International Relations.
He is currently the Director of a small local cultural
center in Belgrade, Serbia
as wall as a student of MA
American Studies. He is a
supporter of EU integration, and interested in the
impact of development
aid. Usually reads books
about politics and history.

completed a Master Degree in International Relations at the Lesya Ukrainka
Eastern European National University. Since 2017
he has been working as
a project manager at the
Political Party Petro Poroshenko Bloc “Solidarnist”.
Additionally, he is a board
member of “Solidarna
Molod”, the youth wing
of the Party, and leads the
international committee of
the organisation. Oleksandr took part in numerous
trainings hosted by KAS,
IRI and other political
foundations in Ukraine and
the EU. He is an alumnus
of Young Leaders Course
of the Robert Schuman
Institute in Budapest.

LFYA, Lebanon

YFI , Serbia

SM, Ukraine

Over the past working year, co-chairs
of the HR PWG, chaired by Christie
Maike (LFYA, Lebanon), Vladimir
Kljajić (YFI, Serbia), and Oleksandr
Novak (SM, Ukraine) discussed important
motions related to current events and EU
priorities.
The working year began with the cochairs attending Training Days in Brussels.
There, the co-chairs were taught how to
pick hard-hitting topics, formulate strong
background papers and motions, as well as
how to successfully chair a working group.
During the first council meeting in Budapest, the PWG presented a background
paper calling for the end of the violent
persecution of Uighur Muslims by the
Chinese government. A motion was also
presented by the working group condemning the ongoing human rights violations
in Kashmir, inspired by a previous background paper presented by the permanent
working group. The second motion was
submitted by SM Ukraine, pleading for

the release of political prisoner, director
Oleg Sentov, by the Russian government.
During the Winter University in Barcelona, one motion was presented by the
PWG disparaging the violation of irregular migrants’ rights in the EU, and calling
for the amendment of the outdated EU
Return Directive. SM Ukraine presented a motion calling for the liberation of
the illegally detained Ukrainian sailors
in Russia. The two remaining motions one previously presented during the prior
council meeting as an emergency motion,
and resubmitted under the Human Rights
working group, by a various organisations, and the second submitted solely by
FMSF Sweden - called for the European
Parliament’s decision to trigger Article 7
on sanctions against Hungary. It is worth
noting that both motions were much contended during the working group session
and eventually did not pass.

motion were presented by the PWG. The
background paper condemned the newest
“Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions” or BDS
movement for the display of anti-Semitic sentiments. Pass/fail. The motion presented highlighted the dire need for the
formalization of big-data platforms within the European Union’s donor organisations. Pass/fail.

During the most recent council meeting
in Tirana, one background paper and one
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UKRAINIAN
POLITICAL
PRISONER
OLEG SENTSOV
Presented by
SM Ukraine

After the illegal annexation of Crimea
by the Russian Federation, the repressions began against citizens who took a
pro-Ukrainian position and refused to
support Russian authorities in the region.
Among these citizens was the Ukrainian
director Oleg Sentsov, who was detained
on May 10, 2014 by the Russian occupation structures. According to the Russian
secret services, the main goal of Oleg
Sentsov was the preparation of terrorist
acts in Simferopol, Sevastopol and Yalta. Sentsov, as the investigation alleged,
led a group of seven people. Evidence of
Oleg Sentsov’s guilt is based on testimony
against the director given by the Crimean
convicts Gennady Afanasyev and Alexei
Chirny. Later, Afanasyev refused his testimony, saying that they were given under
tortures. Human rights defenders are sure
that the court did not provide sufficient
evidence of the director’s guilt.
On August 25, 2015, Russian Court in
Rostov-on-Don sentenced Oleg Sentsov
to 20 years in prison in a strict regime colony. Sentsov’s sentence caused great resonance, including the issues to the proportionality of the punishment imposed by
the court. Oleg Sentsov stated that he was
tortured, but the court ignored these statements. On May 14, 2018, Oleg Sentsov,
who is serving a sentence in Siberia, announced that he started an indefinite hunger strike. His main demand is to release
all Ukrainian political prisoners from Russian prisons. A press release by the United
Kingdom government considers there are
about 70 people with such status.
The arrest of the director, the accusations
against him and the trial caused a wide
resonance in the art environment. At the
same time filmmakers Pedro Almodovar,
Wim Wenders, Krzysztof Zanussi, Ken
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Loach, Aki Kaurismäki, Volker Schlöndorff, and Andrzej Wajda made appeals
to the Russian authorities to ensure the
safety of Oleg Sentsov and all Ukrainian
political prisoners and to release them.
European Film Academy also called for
the release of Sentsov. Writers Salman
Rushdie, Ian McEwen, Jonathan Franzen,
and Herta Müller sent letters in defense
of Sentsov and call for his release to the
Russian president.
In the summer of 2018 there were actions
and flash mobs all around the world in
support of Oleg Sentsov. Among them
were the #FreeSentsov and #SaveOlegSentsov flash mobs. Leaders of many
countries, the European Union, as well as
many leading international organizations
joined the flash mobs and appealed to
Vladimir Putin with the call for the release
of Sentsov. The European Parliament, in
a resolution adopted at a plenary meeting in Strasbourg on June 14, 2018, has
demanded that the Russian authorities
“immediately and unconditionally” release Ukrainian filmmaker Oleg Sentsov
and “all other illegally detained Ukrainian citizens in Russia and on the Crimean
peninsula”. In early September, 2018, a
petition from Ukrainian citizens for the
release of Oleg Sentsov on the website of
the White House has already gained more
than 100,000 votes.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Take into account the necessity to respect human rights in Russia;
•

Consider the unacceptability of being
pursued for political convictions;

•

Express solidarity with the Ukrainian
director and political prisoner Oleg
Sentsov, who has been on a hunger
strike since May 14, 2018 with the
demand to release illegally detained
compatriots;

Call upon the European Union and the
European Commission to:
• Maintain sanctions against the Russian Federation for actions against the
territorial integrity of Ukraine and
Ukrainian citizens in Crimea;
•

Continue the pressure on the Russian
government until all Ukrainian political prisoners will be released;

Call upon the Russian government to:
• Stop violation of human rights by convicting people because of their political views;
•

Release Oleg Sentsov and all Ukrainian political prisoners.
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VIOLATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
IN KASHMIR
Presented by
PWG HR

Human rights violations in the state
of Jammu and Kashmir are an ongoing problem. Violations range from
massacres, enforced disappearances,
torture, rape and sexual abuse, political repression and the suppression of
freedom of speech. The Indian army,
the Central Police Reserve, security
officers and various militant separatist
groups were charged and brought to
justice for serious human rights violations against the civilian population of
Kashmir.

The “Doctors for Human Rights”
group asked to provide full and unhindered access to the affected population
in order to interview victims, eyewitnesses, members of the security forces and familiarize themselves with the
relevant documentation. Group also
reported that Indian security forces
regularly blocked access to medical
care, violating the norms of the international law.

In addition to the explosive situation
inside Kashmir, tensions remain on
the lines of delineation between the
Indian, Pakistani and Chinese military.
The unresolved territorial dispute periodically reminds itself of spontaneous shootings, which take the lives of
servicemen of the warring parties.

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organization of the European People’s Party (EPP):
Realize the problem of human rights
violation in Kashmir;

In 2017 “Human Rights Watch” organization recorded 42 reported militant attacks in the state of Jammu
and Kashmir in which 184 people
were killed, including 44 security force
personnel. When it comes to freedom
of speech India uses repressive laws
against defamation: a defamation case
can be filed under either criminal law
or civil law or cybercrime law, together or in sequence.
In 2017 journalists continued to face
criminal defamation cases filed by politicians and companies. In June, 2018
the Karnataka legislature sentenced
two journalists to one year’s imprisonment each for allegedly writing defamatory articles about members of
the state assembly. Dalit activists were
arrested and detained for a day in
Lucknow for organizing a press conference about caste-based violence.
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Take into account the necessity for
protection the freedom of speech in
India;
Recognize the necessity of finding an
agreement between India and Pakistan
regarding Kashmir.

Call upon the European Union and
the European Commission to:
Negotiate with Indian government in
order to ensure the work of human
rights organizations missions in the
state of Jammu and Kashmir;
Provide support to independent media, which continue to operate in the
state of Jammu and Kashmir;
Establish special mission on human
rights protection in the state of Jammu
and Kashmir.

Call upon the governments of India and Pakistan to:
Enforce a ceasefire in the disputed areas of Kashmir region;
Respect human rights of civil population of Kashmir region;
Negotiate on common access of human rights organizations to Kashmir
region.
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VIOLATION OF
IRREGULAR
MIGRANTS’
RIGHTS IN THE
EUROPEAN
UNION
Presented by
PWG HR
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Despite a drop in the number of asylum seekers, pressing migration concerns persist in parts of the European
Union. The Member States’ legal and
practical responses to migrants and refugees assure several of their fundamental rights, as enshrined in the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU).

Nevertheless, members are now suffering with providing fundamental rights
to migrants in an irregular situation
who cannot be removed. Some human
rights considerations have prevented
the removal of some migrants, thus
have increased the number of migrants
staying in the EU in a legal limbo. The
implementation of the new recast EU
asylum acquis, once adopted, could potentially increase the number of such
people.

14 sets out safeguards, which apply if
removal is formally postponed. It does
not provide for any mechanism to end
situations of legal limbo deriving from
protracted non-removability. Added
to this, Article 15 (4) of the Return
Directive prohibits detention where
prospects for removal no longer exist.
It only provides limited guarantees to
ensure that people in return procedures
who are not removed are treated in accordance with basic fundamental rights
standards. Nevertheless, according to
Article 9 (1), Member States are under
a legal obligation to formally suspend
removal when it would violate the principle of non-refoulment or for as long as
suspensory effect is granted during the
judicial review of the return decision.
In addition, the safeguards guaranteed
in the EU Return Directive are not
comprehensive as they do not reflect all
fundamental rights to which migrants
in an irregular situation are entitled to
under international law. For example,
they do not mention access to justice or
the right to be registered at birth. Given that the Return Directive does not
provide any mechanism to put an end
to situations of legal limbo that derive
from protracted situations of non-removability, it is up to the EU Member
States to deal with this group of migrants in an irregular situation.

Facilitating the return of irregular migrants is based on the EU Readmission
Agreements (EURAs) which are concluded between the European Union
and non-EU countries, guided by the
EU Return Directive. However, under EU law, the EU Return Directive
contains only limited guidance on the
fundamental rights guarantees for people who cannot be removed. Article

The European Agenda on Migration,
adopted by the European Commission on 13 May 2015, highlighted that
knowledge of the EU’s system of return of irregular migrants being insufficiently effective constitutes an incentive to irregular migration. In order to
enhance the effectiveness of the EU’s
system for returning irregular migrants,
adequate resources are needed.

Even though there have been recent
divisions among EU bloc regarding the
United Nations Global Compact on
Migration, member states have made
tremendous progress with regards to
previous persistent migration issues.
Since 2015, the EU has increased
data collection practices, improved the
forced return monitoring systems, and
provided migrants with access to emergency, primary, and secondary free
healthcare.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Recognize the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and all EU secondary
immigration legislation;
•

Consider the necessity of a comprehensive approach to migration, in line
with the principles and values of the
European Union;

•

Understand the necessity of each
member state to take internal administrative and legislative measures to
counter irregular migration movements, and strengthen external border
protection;

Call upon the European Union to:
• Address the root causes of irregular
migration through the improvement
of the current migration policy as part
of the Union’s external and development refugee crisis policies;
•

Define a new policy on managing irregular migration stuck inside the European Union as part of the European
Common Asylum Policy;

•

Update the EU Return Directive, specifically Articles 6, 14, and 15 through
strengthening the language and redefining ambiguous terms.
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ILLEGALLY
DETAINED
UKRAINIAN
SAILORS IN
THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION
Presented by
SM Ukraine

In the Sea of Azov, on 25th of November 2018, Russian security forces attacked
a group of Ukrainian warships that were
on the planned transition between the
Ukrainian seaports Odessa (the Black Sea)
and Mariupol (the Sea of Azov). A raid
tug “Yany Kapu” and two small armored
artillery boats “Berdyansk” and “Nikopol”
have been captured by special forces of the
Russian Federation in the Kerch Strait.
The Federal Security Service of Russian
Federation has confirmed the shelling and
detention of Ukrainian warships. At the
same time, the Russian side has made a
statement, where it was explained that the
Ukrainian ships had planned to perform
illegal actions near the Crimean Bridge.
However, according to the types of weapons on the Ukrainian warships, this transition could not pose any threat to Russia’s
security. 24 Ukrainian sailors from captured ships are arrested and illegally detained in the Russian prison “Lefortovo”.
The attack on Ukrainian ships is nothing
but another act of armed aggression of
the Russian Federation against Ukraine,
as defined in particular, in Article 2 of the
Charter of the United Nations and the provisions of UN General Assembly Resolution 29/3314 of 14 December 1974 on the
definition of aggression. The Ukrainian
government, considering the norms of international law, considers these actions by
the Russian Federation as an act of direct
aggression. This attack on the navy ships
was not a mistake, but a targeted action, including the use of weapons against Ukrainian sailors, which had severe consequences.
According to the Third Geneva Convention, relative to the Treatment of Prisoners
of War (1949), the personnel of the armed
forces, having fallen into the hands of the
enemy, is considered to be a prisoner of war.
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All detained Ukrainian sailors are servicemen of the Armed Forces of Ukraine who
were in the performance of their duties and
possessed appropriate identification marks.
The Russian side does not deny these facts,
therefore, there is no doubt that Ukrainian
sailors have acquired the status of prisoners
of war after the detention. However, the
Russian Federation conducts investigative
and judicial proceedings against Ukrainian
prisoners of conscience in accordance with
civil law and legal procedures, which does
not comply with the provisions of the 1949
Geneva Convention.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Support territorial integrity of Ukraine;
•

Consider the inadmissibility of illegal
retaining the militaries in accordance
with civil law;

•

Express solidarity with the Ukrainian
sailors, who are illegally detained in
the Russian Federation;

Call upon the European Union and the
European Commission to:
• Maintain sanctions against Russian
Federation for actions against the territorial integrity of Ukraine;
•

Continue pressure on Russian government until all illegally detained
Ukrainian sailors will be released;

•

Ensure the work of a special mission
for the liberation of Ukrainian sailors

DATA-SHARING
AS A
FUNDAMENTAL
TOOL FOR
HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE
Presented by
PWG HR

The European Union (EU) is known as
the world’s leading donor for assistance
to countries and populations, both within
Europe and abroad, when major disasters
or humanitarian emergencies occur. This
aid accounts for 1% of the EU's total annual budget – around €4 per EU citizen.
EU action is guided by the principles of
humanity, neutrality, impartiality and independence. Aid is channelled through
200+ international and local partner organisations and agencies, and supported
by thousands of European volunteers.
With today's emergencies lasting longer
and becoming increasingly multifaceted
and volatile, the traditional interventions
of short-term humanitarian relief are being put to the test.
Big Data is increasingly being used in
the humanitarian sector, in a growing
movement known as digital humanitarianism. There are several benefits to using
Big Data in humanitarian responses. The
most prominent benefit is having access to
real-time information, which means that
organizations can make more informed
decisions by adjusting and adapting plans
as the environment changes. Additionally, access to multiple sources increases the
reliability of the information. Big Data
can likewise be used to anticipate humanitarian crises. By monitoring sources,
patterns and trends, potential crises can
be detected and averted.
That being said, most NGOs, charities,
and third-sector organizations do not
have the staff and resources to cope with
the amount of data generated in crisis
situations. Moreover, many humanitarian organisations do not see the future
benefit of sharing data openly, as there
is a risk to exposing some of their weaknesses and failures.

We the European Democrats Students,
the official student organization of the
European People’s Party (EPP):
• Reaffirming the principles of humanity, neutrality, impartiality, and independence, set by international humanitarian law (IHL), the Lisbon Treaty,
as well as the European Consensus on
Humanitarian Aid;
•

Acknowledging all of the strategic priorities set by the European
Commission's Civil Protection and
Humanitarian Aid Operations department (ECHO);

•

Underlining the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which
should be respected by all parties delivering assistance to affected populations;

Call upon the European Union to:
• Formalise the use of Big Data platforms such as UN OCHA’s HDX
within the European Union’s international aid and donor organisations;
•

Train civil society organisations on the
benefits and use of Big Data platforms;

•

Incentivise civil society organisations,
especially those operating in countries
in violent conflict and dire humanitarian contexts, to share their internal
data and increase cooperation;

•

Continue to fund organisations which
are playing a proactive role in advancing innovative and effective methods
for humanitarian response.
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POLICIES FOR EUROPE

Ivan Botoucharov

Iacovos Iacovou

Georgi Georgiev

is a media graduate working and living in London. He is a founder and
long-standing
Co-President of OneEurope – Europe’s largest citizens media. Ivan has Bulgarian
and Italian roots and a
strong love for Europe.

is a trainee lawyer at a law
firm in Nicosia and he is
specialized in maritime area
since he holds a Master of
Laws in Maritime Law. He
has acquired both his bachelor and postgraduate diplomas in the United Kingdom. During his studies he
was elected as a President
of the Cypriots’ Society of
his University and spokesman of FPK Protoporia
UK, and he is currently an
International Delegate of
FPK Protoporia.

By education, Georgi is a
mathematics and computer
science teacher, but works
as a real estate agent. In a
team of two people, his boss
and he managed to make a
successful start-up to help
people buy their home.

YCGE, United Kingdom

He is the Chair of the UK
organisation in EDS – the
Young Conservative Group
for Europe, and an Executive at its parent organisation – the Conservative
Group for Europe, which
enjoys the support of 70
Conservative Members of
Parliament and Members
of the House of Lords.
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FPK Protoporia, Cyprus

MGERB, Bulgaria

Georgi is currently Deputy
Chairman of the Student
Council at the largest and
most prestigious university in the country – Sofia
University. He was also
chair of the Faculty Students Council at his faculty.

We were honoured to contribute to European Democrat Students with a number
of motions and background papers. We
were also thrilled to be able to organise
and take part in many vibrant discussions
and debates on pressing issues together
with our friends from the EDS family.
We were humbled to see all of our motions pass with all or the vast majority of
the votes of the Working Groups and of
the Council.
This has been a fantastic experience in
performing professional research and developing new ideas for positive changes as
well as well-argued conclusions.
We are looking forward to continuing our
work and to delivering many more quality
motions and background papers, as well
as to working together with everyone in
the EDS family.
The Policies for Europe working group
has an inherently interesting topic to work
on since it covers all the aspects of human

life. Because of this we drafted motions on
a range of issues. These included topics on
the environmental impact of the transport
sector and proposed ways to minimise this
catastrophic phenomenon.
We also wrote a motion to decrease the
following types of crime - robberies, burglaries and thefts.
About 45% of the European population
are not aware of their rights, and 42%
want to know even more about them.
That is why we have also written a motion
to raise EU citizens’ awareness of their
rights.

For example, we often read in the newspapers how the honey bee population is
reducing. From 1947 to 2008, the world’s
honey bee population has decreased by
60%. That is why we will make a motion
to protect these very important insects on
Earth.
We are looking forward to working with
everyone in the EDS family and to deliver
more motions of high quality.

A survey by Eurobarometer found that
30% of households do not have home
Internet access and 18% do not have any
kind of internet access, neither via home
internet nor via mobile internet. That is
why we also developed a motion on this
pressing topic.
In addition to what we have done so far,
we have many ideas for our next motions.
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REDUCING
ROBBERIES,
BURGLARIES
AND THEFTS
Presented by
PWG PfE

Robberies, burglaries and thefts are ubiquitous in Europe. According to research by
Eurostat among 39 countries there were
11,779,983 crimes related to stealing property in 2016. This means that there were
1,622 crimes for every 100,000 people.
These include: robberies, burglaries of private residential premises, and thefts of motorized land vehicles. While there has been
a slight decrease of these offences (10%
in the period 2012-2016), the number of
crimes remains very high.
In addition, there is an increasing bureaucratisation of the police services. Police
officers have to fill in and write so many
documents and forms that they often do
not have time for actual police work. This
affects the quality of their ‘field work’ and
their success rate of crime prevention.
Therefore, reducing administrative burdens will be a good start to support police
officers and reduce crime.
Also, additional training of police officers
may be provided. This should be focused
on both the physical preparation of police
officers and the acquisition of additional
skills to work with new technologies. The
IT sector can help us, but we need to understand how to use its products.
Another step is increasing the collaboration among police services in the member
states. There is currently a database for this
purpose, but it is underutilised, and it is important to put an impetus for additional cooperation. If these steps happen and their
result is visible, people in Europe will feel
more safe and secure.
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We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Recognize the importance of the safety of European citizens and the security of their personal belongings;
•

Acknowledge the progress that has
been made in limiting theft and the
need for this progress to continue and
to deepen further;

•

Recognize that bureaucracy stifles the
work of police officers;

•

Acknowledge that new technologies
can help to reduce crime.

Call on the European Council, the European Parliament and EU Member
states to:
• Reduce bureaucracy so police officers
have more time for field work;
•

Give additional training to police officers to allow them to effectively combat
crime and also provide training in the
field of using new technology resources;

•

Increasе cooperation among member
states in tackling crime.

•

Support specialized police teams to focus on cyber secuirity.

PROMOTING
EU CITIZENS
RIGHTS

The internal market of the European Union (EU) seeks to ensure the free movement
of goods, services, capital and people (Four
Freedoms). Furthermore the core purpose
of all EU institutions is to guarantee freedom. However, freedom is only truly attainable when citizens know their rights.

programme to €30 billion. Considering this
increased capacity, the Erasmus programme
should undertake initiatives to pro-actively inform EU citizens as to their rights, beyond school
age and to university students and beyond.

Presented by
PWG PfE

A survey conducted by Eurobarometer among
all 28 EU Member States, revealed that 45%
of EU citizens do not know their rights and a
further 42% only understand them to some
extent. Respondents were also asked whether
they would like to know more about their rights.
The responses are as follows: 68% declared their
wish to know more, of which: 26% answered
"Yes, definitely" and 42% "Yes, to some extent".
Therefore, it is clear that many EU citizens do
not know their rights but would like to do so.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organisation
of the European People's Party (EPP):
• Recognising the importance of the Four
Freedoms and of safeguarding them through
the dissemination of EU citizens rights;

In order to most successfully educated citizens
as to their rights the EU and Member States
must ensure all age groups have the opportunity to easily access this information and must
furthermore proactively educate them in it.
Currently the curricula of social science subjects in schools outlines the main institutions,
governing bodies, as well as citizens rights and
obligations. However, the above statistics show
that this is not enough to proactively inform
EU citizens. It follows that either the curriculum needs to be expanded and that education
should continue at other stages of life.
In addition, there are regular new directives
and regulations that, in one way or another, affect our rights. To this end. the EU institutions
must ensure these are clearly communicated
and Member States must ensure textbooks are
updated to reflect them. This should furthermore transpire into technological channels,
considering their increasing ubiquity.
Furthermore, the European Commission has
proposed to double funding for the Erasmus

•

Realising that the vast majority of EU citizens do not fully understand their rights
and that additional measures should be
taken to inform Europeans about them;

•

Believing that when EU citizens understand their rights and how the EU
Institutions protect them, the feeling of
disenchantment and the perception of a
‘democratic deficit’ will reduce.

Call on the European Council, the European Parliament and EU Member States to:
• Clearly, pro-actively and in an understandable way communicate legislative
changes as they affect EU citizens rights;
•

Ensure that the education curricula fully
educates students as to their rights;

•

Allocate Erasmus funds for projects educating university students as well as all
young people as to their rights;

•

Ensure textbooks are kept up to date and
made easily accessible for all in traditional
and digital libraries;

•

Utilise modern tools such as social media
and online videos to help proactively inform
EU citizens of all ages as to their rights.
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REDUCING GHG
EMISSIONS
FROM THE
SHIPPING AND
AVIATION
SECTORS
Presented by
PWG PfE

Since the industrialisation in the mid-1800s
the emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) which
is one of the major Green House Gas emissions (GHG) has been rapidly increasing because of the fossil fuels that industries have
been using. As it is well established by the
scientific community, the major cause of the
global warming phenomenon is the anthropogenic GHGs. Climate change is par excellence a global problem or a ‘common concern’ for humanity which affects all countries
around the world; hence, its treatment requires solutions that will be rather the conclusion of a universal coalition. To this end in
2015, 196 countries affirmed their commitment to reduce GHG emissions by adopting
the Paris Agreement agenda.
One of the major pollutant protagonists is
the transportation industry with its emissions
calculated at up to 11% according to the
United Nations. The most significant emitters of GHG emissions are the shipping and
aviation industries which, based on prognosis, will increase as regards the future expansion of those emissions. Significantly, due to
the strong demand in transport and trade the
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
has estimated that CO2 emissions from the
industry will increase by 50 to 250 per cent
by 2050. Meanwhile, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) forecasts
that by 2050 GHG emissions from aviation
could grow by a further 300-700%. In addition these predictions include the positive
impact of the plethora of legal and efficiency
measures that the two organisations and the
European Union have already established.
Therefore, the current measures are not
enough to stop the growing upward spiral of
GHGs from shipping and aviation. Hence,
new drastic initiatives, both operational or
technological should be taken to achieve the
Paris Agreement target and improve the environmental footprint of the two sectors.
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As regards to the aviation sector, the minimisation of the GHG emissions could be
achieved through alternative low carbon and
zero carbon fuels. Significantly, Yale University estimated that the widespread implementation of biofuels could reduce GHG emissions by up to 85%.
As regards the shipping industry, the minimisation of the GHG emissions could be
achieved through operational and technological measures. One practical operational measure could be the reduction of the
speed limit that ships are using. According
to the IMO, this could reduce by GHG
emissions by 33%.
Additionally, it is vital to note that 5% of
the shipping industry CO2 emissions are
taking place within the ports areas with
catastrophic consequences for the quality
of people’s life around the ports and with
the mortality rates in these areas particularly high. What could be proposed is the
further expansion of the Emission Control
Areas (ECAs) . As there is a mandatory cap
of harmful emissions for ships that are sailing within these protected areas.
As regards the technological measures,
the European Union and national governments have a key role to play by supporting
investment in research, ensuring product
standards are high and providing subsidies
for new emerging technologies. It is proposed that the EU should provide financial
aid, adaptation measures or even tax relief
to Member States in an effort to help the
implementation of revolutionary technological measures in order to reduce GHG
emissions. It is worth mentioning that Denmark has successfully asked and gained tax
exemption from the European Commission on the basis of the revolutionary nature of a particular technological measure
that the country has adapted to its ports.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organisation
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Recognise the importance of the Paris
Agreement mandate
•

Acknowledge the progress that has already been made towards to the minimisation of the environmental impact
of GHG emissions from the Shipping
and Aviation sectors;

•

Recognise at the same time that the
world in general and EU has to take
more drastic initiatives in an effort to
achieve the Paris Agreement goals;

•

Acknowledge that this will be achieved
thought the institution of operational
and technological measures.

Call on the European Council, the European Parliament and EU Member
states to:
• Provide analogous support to the shipping and aviation sectors such as tax
relief in an effort to turn them into
sustainable and ecologically friendly
industries;
•

Further expand the Emission Control
Areas in order to protect lives;

•

Reduce the speed limit for ships in
order to reduce GHGs and increase
safety;

•

Promote the usage of biofuels in the
aviation sector;

•

Support investment in research, ensure product standards are high and
provide subsidies the full spectre of
new emerging technologies.
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REGARDING
THE EUROPEAN
UNION BAN ON
SELLING SNUS
Presented by
FMSF Sweden

The average share of the adult population who smokes in the EU is approximately 28% and varies from 19 to
44 percent in different member states.
Smoking is one of the most harmful
bad habits and causes nearly 700 000
deaths in the EU every year.
No anti-smoking campaign, higher
taxes on cigarettes or plain packaging
seems to be as effective in making people stop smoking as the Swedish snus.
Due to the alternative of snus Sweden
is the country in Europe with the fewest
deaths caused by tobacco. Only 11 percent of the population smokes and the
Public Health Agency of Sweden explains this as a result of many smokers
changing to snus instead of cigarettes.
The European Union banned the sale
of snus in 1992 because of research
about the harm caused by snuff. It is
however important to separate snus
and snuff as they are different products.
As a project of harm reduction and of
course the very freedom to sell snus,
the European Union should abolish
the ban on selling of snus. The number of deaths that would be hindered
when more Europeans would go from
smoking to using snus as many Swedes
does could probably be over hundreds
of thousands.
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We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Supports abolition of the ban on selling snus in the European Union

Call upon the European Union, European Council, European Parliament,
the European Commission and Member States,
• To abolish the ban on selling snus in
the European Union, based on strong
and credible research pointing to the
clear reduction in health risk of using
snus as opposed to smoking.
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EUROPEAN ELECTIONS 2019
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Francesco Sismondini

Vasileios S. Kesidis

holds a Bachelor degree in
Political Science and International Relations from
the Catholic University of
Milan. He is now studying
for a Master degree in international Cooperation
and Transnational social
processes. He’s passionate
about lobbying, spindoctoring and European policies. He has been active
and involved during this
years EU election within
an Italian MEPs campaign
as part of the central staff.

was born and grew up in Ancona, Italy. He holds a degree
in Maritime Management &
Finance and is currently a
BSc student of Italian Language and Literature at the
National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens.

StudiCentro, Italy

NAP-NDFK, Greece

Vasilis has been active in politics since 2015 as member
of the Social Media Team
of the current President of
“Nea Demokratia” Mr. Kyriakos Mitsotakis. He has political experience in University, Municipal, Prefectural
and National level and holds
key responsibilities also in the
sector of the International
Relations, as he has been CoChair for European Elections 2019 and contributed
to the BullsEye magazine.

During the working year 2018-2019, the
Working Group for the European Elections
2019 made EDS focused on the electoral
campaign ahead of the Election in May. First
of all with the introduction and the presentation of the key role for our campaign which
were the ‘European Elections 2019 Ambassadors’ which contributed by being an innovative step, by having a representative for the
EU Elections almost in every European capital with the objective of involving the youth,
and in general each population, in the participation in this election.
Moreover, the making of the presentation
posters for each Ambassador was crucial for

the social media work, each post was presented with our campaign’s hashtags. Also the
contribution to our BullsEye magazine played
a key role, not only for our e-campaign, but
the publication of campaign flyers about the
history of Europe and of our political family
were popular too.
Furthermore, an important topic was the
involvement of the Co-Chairs Vasileios Kesidis and Francesco Sismondini in the main
campaign of the Lead Candidate of EPP for
the European Commission. This included
our presence at the EPP Congress in Helsinki were we had the opportunity to met the
President of the European Parliament Mr.

Antonio Tajani, the President of EPP Mr.
Joseph Daul, the President of the European
Commission Mr. Jean Claude Junker but
also our Lead Candidate for this position
Mr. Manfred Weber. Participation also in
EPP campaign meetings, the campaign trip
from Brussels to Texel, Netherlands with guys
from the European Elections 2019 Ambassadors team but also several meetings with
high-ranking campaign officers in many European capitals. Another important step was
also the completion of the survey for the European Elections.
All this lead to our objective - the success of the
EPP family in the European Elections 2019.
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CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
Location:
Budapest, Hungary
Dates:
27-30 September
2018

The economic recovery in Europe is expected to continue in 2018 and beyond,
albeit at a slower pace as many economies
are approaching full capacity. Nonetheless;
consumer spending, which has been the
bedrock of Eurozone recovery, is expected to continue to grow in 2018 driven by
improvements in the labour markets. In
the Euro area, Austria, Germany, Ireland,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands performed particularly well in the past year.
In 2017, all EU countries experienced an
economic recovery and improvements in
their labour markets, compared to the crisis years. The improved conditions reflect a
global upswing in advanced economies and
emerging markets alike.
At 2.3%, EU GDP growth in 2017 surpassed expectations. Germany, Ireland,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands are doing particularly well, while Belgium and
the UK are behind.
The ongoing recovery is expected to continue in the near to medium term, but the
slowing pace of job creation and household purchasing power growth will mean
a slight decrease in momentum over the
next two years. Growth is expected to
slow to 2.1% in 2018 and 1.9% in 2019,
as output gaps close, and latent demand is
increasingly met. Other factors that may
slow down economic growth in the region
in the medium term are mainly the lack
of structural reform in the Eurozone, including fiscal fragilities stemming from the
crisis and, in some countries, a public and
private debt overhang. There is also a risk
of potential asset bubbles, risks related to
the reversal of extremely low interest rates
or a retrenchment in global integration and
trade. Additionally, in the longer term, adverse demographics continue to weigh on
the EU with particularly hard felt effects in
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some countries, especially if coupled with
low productivity growth and, potentially,
insufficient R&D funding.
Moreover, the reductions in unemployment are expected to slow down, which
will likely continue to constrain wage
growth and, as a result, moderate private
consumption. And, finally, inflation will remain low but move closer to the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) target rate of 2% in
the medium-term. In 2019 inflation will be
approaching 2% in several countries, while
for the euro area as a whole, this adjustment is estimated to take until 2022.
Consumer spending has been the principle
driver of the economic recovery in the EU
since 2013 and has played a particularly important role for the improved growth figures
in 2017. The recovery in employment is the
main reason for this trend, helped by recent
structural reforms to contain wages or to
encourage job creation, in Belgium, France
and Italy among others. Yet, unemployment
rates in the EU remain high by comparison
– forecast at 7% in 2019. In addition, employees work relatively few working hours
compared to the pre-crisis level or ‘involuntary’ work part-time. Naturally, this slack
impacts the level of wealth and consumer
spending. While remaining a main driver of
growth, private consumption is expected to
slow in 2018 and beyond.
Higher demand expectations and supportive financing conditions have provided a
healthy climate for corporate investments.
Strong business sentiment, high capacity
utilisation rates and corporate profitability,
as well as modernisation needs mean that
this trend will continue.
But as a result of the slack in the labour
markets and the low wage growth, GDP
growth will remain dependent on a favour-

able monetary policy. Although several
central banks have started increasing their
nominal interest rates, the ECB has kept its
rate at zero while starting to wind down its
asset purchases to €30 billion monthly. In a
balancing act, a first interest rate increase is
expected in 2019, as the ECB seeks to balance growth in the majority of Eurozone
countries without destabilising the recovery
in the weaker economies.

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student’s organisation of
the European People’s Party:
• Acknowledge the importance of a
strong and healthy economy
•

Realize the challenges connected
with economic growth and prosperity,
and strive towards further economic
growth

•

Recognise the growth that has happened within the EU and other European countries and their economies
over the last years

We, the European Democrat Students,
the official student organization of
the European People’s Party call upon
EU Member States to:
• Continue the work towards further
sustainable economic growth and fiscal responsibility
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CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
Location:
Barcelona, Spain
Dates:
7-10 February
2019

The word “nationalism” has been in the
news a lot lately, from talks about trade
wars and immigration to reports of racism and violence. Historically, nationalism has been used to define and explain
everything from radical political and
militaristic movements to strong protectionist policies controlling modern foreign policy and economy.
Nationalism centers on a country’s culture, language, and often race. Radical
nationalist countries or leaders don’t
join international organizations or associations and maintain a superior view
of themselves to the detriment of other
nations. Radical nationalism has a positive view of conquering other nations as
it sees itself as the ultimate nation. Any
ideologies that undercut or contradict
the nation are opposed.
The effects of radical nationalism can
be felt through the political sphere. Radical nationalism in political leadership is
seemingly dominating many of the current major world players like Great Britain, France, Italy and Spain.
Politics in the UK still shows few signs
of recovery after the national nervous
breakdown of Brexit. France narrowly
escaped a heart attack in 2017 elections,
but the country’s leading daily feels this
has done little to alter the accelerated
decomposition of the political system.
In neighbouring Spain, El País goes so
far as to say that “the rule of law, the
democratic system and even the market
economy are in doubt”; in Italy, the collapse of the establishment in the elections has even brought talk of a “barbarian arrival”, as if Rome were falling
once again. In Germany, meanwhile,
the extreme right are preparing to take
up their role as official opposition, in-
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troducing anxious volatility into the bastion of European stability.
The relationship between these various
upheavals is that we tend to regard them
as entirely separate – for, in political life,
national solipsism is the rule. In each country, the tendency is to blame “our” history,
“our” populists, “our” media, “our” institutions, “our” lousy politicians.
There is awareness that similar varieties of
populism are erupting in many countries.
Several have noted the parallels in style and
substance between global leaders. There is
a sense that something is in the air – some
coincidence of feeling between places. But
this does not get close enough. For there
is no coincidence. All countries are today
embedded in the same system, which subjects them all to the same pressures and it
is these that are squeezing and warping national political life everywhere.

We, the European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official student organization
of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Radical nationalism has escalated significantly in recent years
•

The number of populist leaders has
grown and there is a tendency is for
further growth

Call upon the European Union, European Parliament, European Commission and Member States to:
• Come up with measures to challenge the
growth of radical nationalists leaders
•

Find solutions to the current EU situation regarding the growth of radical
nationalist parties

CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
Location:
Tirana, Albania
Dates:
9-12 May
2019

Notwithstanding the marked progress in
increasing transparency, improving procedures and implementing a number of
reforms, these efforts have had a limited
impact on democracy in the Western Balkans, and in particular on the fight against
corruption, which is still widespread and
persistent. The citizens of the Western Balkans also perceive corruption as the third
most significant problem they face right after unemployment and the overall economic situation and, at the same time, 70% of
them do not believe in the effectiveness of
their own governments’ efforts to curb corruption. The EU position corresponds with
such ratings, assessing activities concerning
the fight against corruption within fulfilling
the membership criteria as “in early stage/
some level of preparations”. The Western
Balkans also received a “confirmation” of
their captivity at the beginning of 2018 in
the European Commission’s official document.
There are at least three causes for weak
attempts at combatting corruption in the
Western Balkans:
Vulnerable institutions that are still only an
instrument at the ruling parties’ disposal
While all countries are strengthening and
reforming institutions, these changes are
decorative, not necessarily reflected in improving their work and efficiency. Institutions are often built on a conflict of interest,
alongside with positioning party and loyal
cadres in managerial positions. Accountability for frequent violations of the law is
non-existent. As a result, citizens, for example, do not believe in the independence of
the judiciary, almost 60% have no or little
confidence in the work of prosecutors and
courts, over 80% believe that this sector is
one of the most corrupted.

Fragile democratic culture and a popular
perception that corruption is incurable
and, in some way, justified
Citizens recognize corruption as one of
the burning issues, but almost 50% have
given bribes for the health services in the
past year, and a high number have given
money for services in other areas/sectors.
Therefore, despite the widespread awareness that corruption is harmful and present
at all levels and in all spheres and as such a
serious obstacle to the democratization of
societies, citizens still believe that it is the
easiest and justified way to exercise their
own rights.
Lack of political will for change and a
mindset that eliminates corruption does
not pay off
Corruption and clientelism are a direct
source of the Balkan autocrats’ power.
Although the EU offers a framework and
guidelines for combating corruption, it is
insufficient and has given limited results so
far. There are several reasons for this but
the most important one is that the EU still
has no adequate instruments to tackle certain key issues that are at the root of democratic problems in the region. Recognising the limitations of its approach so far,
the European Commission has introduced
flagship initiatives, but these still need to be
developed in practice. It depends largely on
them whether the WB reform efforts will
be pushed, more carefully monitored and
more precisely targeted. Thus, these instruments should consider the need for prioritization of reforms with a clear link between
concrete annual priorities and a precise assessment of their fulfilment.
Furthermore, the fight against corruption
has only sporadically been on the agenda
of numerous regional initiatives, including
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the Berlin Process. The EU member states
participating in this initiative, cautious
about putting the fight against corruption
on the summit agenda, opted for the goals
and topics within the process supported by
the leaders of the participating and Western Balkan states. Also, the fight against
corruption requires a specific approach for
each country, and too often it is not sufficiently regionalised.
Yet, some obligations for the Western Balkan countries were formulated at the Trieste summit, but without proper follow up
activities. Similarly, the Western Balkan
governments, with the exception of Serbia,
prepared statements for the London summit, on the activities to be carried out to
tackle corruption on the basis of the European Commission’s country reports, GRECO and the recommendations of the British government, but these statements are
only a duplication of already established
obligations. The fight against corruption,
as we have seen, is complex and does not
imply merely the adoption of laws, but the
complete transformation of institutions
and society. As it calls for efforts at all levels, this topic should be addressed at the
summit within the Berlin process in Poznan
next year (being a high-level political event,
it should also be used as an important commitment and monitoring mechanism, but
with clear and mandatory tasks for the WB
states), and in addition be a more frequent
topic at the meetings of regional officials.

We the Eurropean Democrat Students:
• Acknowledge that vulnerable institutions that are still only an instrument
at the ruling parties disposal
•
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Acknowledge that corruption is a serious but curable issue that can never

be justified
•

Acknowledge that lack of political will
for change and that there is a mindset
that eliminating corruption does not
pay off

•

Acknowledge the damage corruption
does to the provision and enjoyment
of higher education for students across
our continent

We call upon:
• The Western Balkans governments to
take all necessary steps in eliminating
corruption
•

The Western Balkans to implement
the recommendations of the European Commission and GRECO

•

Member states to strongly support the
implementation and achievement of
these efforts

URGENT MOTION:
RECOGNITION OF
JUAN GUAIDÒ AS
INTERIM
PRESIDENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF
VENEZUELA
Presented by
HS Norway and
NNGG Spain

On January the 23rd, Venezuela began
to live a democratic, unprecedented
and necessary political transition. Juan
Guaidó was sworn in as the legitimate
president of the Republic of Venezuela
as part of the mandate ordered by the
Venezuelan Constitution. According
to article 233, with the absolute lack
of the President of the Republic, the
presidential mandate will be held by
the President of the National Assembly.
President Guaidò was elected President
of the National Assembly on January
5th 2019.
Maduro’s regime has subjected the
Venezuelan people to one of the worst
humanitarian crises seen throughout
the American continent this century.
The lack of medicine, food, legal and
personal security, as well as the censorship and corruption are the basis of
daily life in Venezuela under the communist regime of Maduro.

We, European Democrat Students
(EDS), the official students’ organisation of the European People’s Party:
Call upon the High Representative of
the European Union, Ms. Mogherini,
to recognize Juan Guaidò as Interim
President of the Republic of Venezuela;
•

Condemn the detention of several
journalists covering the situation in
Venezuela and call for their immediate release;

•

Affirm its commitment to the Resolution RC.B8-0082/2019 approved
by the European Parliament;

•

Deplore the attitude of the Italian
and Greek government towards the
legitimate Interim President Juan
Guaido and demands that they
cease their relationship with Maduro’s Regime

In May 2018, Nicolás Maduro organized a presidential election whose
transparency, legality and authenticity have been put into question all
over the world. No country considered
democratic recognized the results of
this electoral maneuver. That is where
the absolute absence of the President
of the nation lies and, therefore, Juan
Guaidó, as President of the National
Assembly has the constitutional power
to be declared Interim President.
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EVENTS

EDS SUMMER
UNIVERISTY –
EUROPE: LAND
OF CREATIVITY,
INNOVATION
AND UNITY
Location:
Genova, Italy
Dates:
25-29 July
2018

The Summer University to end the working year 2017/18, was held from July 25th
to July 29th in Genova, Italy under the
theme: “Europe: Land of creativity, innovation and unity”. EDS received a warm
welcome in Genova by our member organization StudiCentro and the EDS
leadership. During the event young people
from all over Europe had the opportunity
to meet, discuss about important political
topics, learn from great speakers on various
topics and meet other like-minded youth
politicians.
During the event we had many prominent
speakers such as for example Mario Mascia
from the Forze Italia group in the Genova
City Council and Maciej Surowiec, Government Affairs Manager at Microsoft. Together with the speakers we also had a handson workshop together with the team from
Microsoft, challenging all our participants to
get out of their comfort zone, and not only
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listen to a speech, but also take on simulation roles and play the part for the day. This
was a huge success and a challenge we will
surely be posing to the council again in the
future. The event ended with a gala dinner,
thanking the previous board and leadership
that were stepping down for the efforts, and
celebrating the new year to come.
The main focus of the event and the highlight overall was the election of our new
Executive Bureau, Virgilio Falco in his second year as Chairman, together with his
team Hubert Tadych, Tommi Pyykkö, Pantelis Poetis, Gergely Losonci, Carlo Giacomo Angrisano Girauta, Robert Kiss, Boyana Taneva and Zeger Saerens. Sara Juriks
was also appointed as Secretary General
of EDS. In addition to this PAS Moldova
gained observer membership status, and
we adopted policy documents from all our
Permanent Working Groups, as well as the
traditional Conference Resolution.
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SKILLS
TRAINING
WORKSHOP
Location:
Brussels, Belgium
Dates:
7-9 September
2018
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Keeping with tradition, EDS again this
year hosted its Skills Training Workshop
in Brussels for the newly elected Bureau,
the BullsEye Editorial team and the CoChairs for the Working Groups. The Skills
Workshop was held at the EPP Headquarters. Over one weekend the participants
are challenged to learn all there is to learn
about their new roles, create an annual plan
for the upcoming working year and kickstart the year off with new plans, new ideas
and a lot of inspiration both from each other and outside speakers. The editorial team
set up schedules, communication strategies,

whilst the Co-Chairs were taught how to
best write a policy paper, the proper rules
for EDS policy creation and how to best
chair a Working Group session. All this
whilst the newly elected Bureau worked out
their plan for the Working Year, collaborated with the BullsEye team and Co-Chairs
for future plans and finalized roles and responsibilities. This weekend and tradition
is a trademark for the EDS working year,
and ensures that all members of the team
are as motivated as they can be, with all the
skills they need to succeed.
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COUNCIL
MEETING:
ECONOMIC
OUTLOOKS FOR
THE EU:
FINDING NEW
WAYS TO GROW
Location:
Budapest, Hungary
Dates:
27-30 September
2018
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Following a successful Summer University
as well as our kick-off Training in Brussels
we met I Budapest from 27th to 30th of
September for our first Council Meeting of
the working year. The event was organized
together with our member organization
Fidelitas, as well as the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation and Szazadveg foundation. The
topic for the event was “Economic outlooks
for the EU: finding new ways to grow”.
During the event we hosted over 70 delegates from all over Europe and beyond,
delivering high-level panels by for example
Martin Kern, Director of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology who
shared how important innovation is for the
economic growth of the EU, Dr. Sandor
Guyla Nagy, Deputy Director of the Institute of Foreign Affairs and Trade talked
about the importance of the European
University and job creation nowadays. Dr.
Tamas Pesuth, External Relations Director
and Senior Lecturer of Corvinus University gave us an overview of the possible

economic challenges after Brexit and said
that “we need to define ourselves if Brexit
happens”.
We also had the pleasure of having an
exciting meeting with Judit Varga, Minister of State of EU Affairs and Dr.Tibor
Navracsics, European Commissioner.
As always we also hosted our working
groups and discussed and debated policy
papers.
Early morning on Saturday, we continued
the panel discussions with Szazadveg foundation representatives Gergery Berzi, Foreign Affairs Director, Mariann Ory, Head
of foreign affairs section in Magyar Hirlap,
Attila Steiner, Deputy State Secretary of
Foreign Affairs. They delivered an analysis
on the relationship and cooperation of the
V4 countries.
The event was concluded with a successful
Council Meeting with fruitful discussions
amongst our Member Organistions.
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STUDY MISSION –
LEBANON:
CHALLENGES
AMID REGIONAL
TURMOIL
Location:
Lebanon
Dates:
18-21 October
2018

A delegation of thirty representatives of
our member organizations participated in
the Study Mission held under the theme
“Lebanon: Challenges amid regional turmoil”. The event was organised in cooperation with KAS and our affiliated organization LFYA.
The delegates arrived during the evening,
on Thursday 18th, and they were greeted during the opening dinner by Charbel
Khoury, Chairman of LFYA; Sara Juriks,
Secretary General of EDS and Malte Gaier,
KAS Resident Representative in Lebanon.
They spoke about the importance of Lebanon in geopolitics, and about the effort that
the country is doing in the migration crisis
that the Mediterranean Sea is suffering.
They also gave remarks about the political
situation of the country at the aftermath of
general elections and during the process of
the creation of a new government.
On the second day, we had a meeting with
the Minister of Social Affairs MP Pierre
Bou Assi. He gave a speech about the situation of the refugees (1.6 million of Syrian refugees and 400 thousand Palestinian
refugees). The Minister answered questions
of the delegates regarding the future of the
refugees, the financial structure that supports the camps, the education for the refugees and about the social acceptancy.
After the meeting, we moved to the Headquarters of the Lebanese Forces by bus.
We reached the location, passed through
the intensive security controls and here attended a panel discussion about the refugee crisis and potential solutions in Europe
and Lebanon. The speakers were Fabrizio
Anzolini, Research Fellow at European Inter-University Centre on Human Rights
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and Democratization and Nadine Saba,
Director of Akkar Network for Development. They analyzed the current data
available on the refugees, and the geopolitical context. After the panel discussion,
the delegation visited the cell Replica of Dr
Geagea which he had been imprisoned in.
Then during discussions with the Secretary
General Dr. Chantal Sarkis we analyzed
the situation of the Lebanese Forces as
Christian party in Lebanon. We also discussed the fact that she is the only woman to be Secretary General of a political
party in the Middle East. Finally we had a
meeting with Dr Samir Geagea, President
of the LF, he shared with us his experience
in jail and his views on the Middle East and
the Western civilization. The meeting was
followed by many questions of the participants, who were very curious about the life
of Dr Geagea.
Finally we went to the historical city of
Byblos to have dinner and to visit the city
together with the local authorities.
On the third day, Saturday 20th, we visited
the refugee’s camp of Barr Elias, close to
the Syrian border in the Bekaa region. In
the camp the delegates could interact with
the refugees, the public servants working in
the camps and the Lebanese citizens. We
then had a meeting with Dr Mawas Aarji,
Mayor of Barr Elias, who is the responsible
of coordinating both national and international efforts (made by foreign governments
and NGOs) in the refugee’s camp.
After the visit to Barr Elias we went to the
traditional restaurant Khan El Maksoud,
in the city of Taanayel to have a Lebanese
lunch. Overall it was a great success for our
first event in Lebanon and the Middle East.
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COUNCIL
MEETING:
THE DANGERS OF
NATIONALISM IN
THE 21ST CENTURY
Location:
Barcelona, Spain
Dates:
7-10 February
2019
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One hundred delegates from forty countries attended our WU, under the theme
of “The dangers of nationalism in the 21st
century”. The main goal of this event was
to explore the disinformation campaigns,
the control of the media and of the schools
that nationalists use to achieve their political objectives in more depth and to learn
more about what has been happening in
Spain and the Catalan region over the last
while and what is currently the situation.
The first day, Thursday 7th, everyone arrived and we started with a working dinner, during the dinner Santi Fisas (MEP)
and Irene Pardo (NNGG Catalonia Chairwoman) took the floor to explain the history of Catalonia since the promulgation of
the Spanish Constitution. The second day
we were hosted by the Catalan People’s
Party Parliamentary Group in the Catalan
Parliament. The topic of the discussion
was “The September and October 2017
coup to democracy”, related to the facts
that took place during these two months
of 2017. The first speaker was Santi
Rodríguez (regional MP), spokesperson of
the Catalan People’s Party Parliamentary
Group since 2012. After that, we welcomed
the spokesperson of Partido Popular in the
Spanish Congress, Dolors Montserrat. She
is a Catalan politician, MP from the constituency of Barcelona province and was
Health Minister in the Government of
Prime Minister Rajoy from 2016 to 2018.
Therefore, she saw first-hand and participated actively in the application of art.155
of the Spanish Constitution. She explained
the delegates how the 27th of October
2017 Prime Minister Rajoy dismissed all
the members of the regional Catalan Government. Finally, we had an insight on the
international perspective of the Catalan

separatist movement from MP José Ramón
García-Hernández, PP International Secretary. He explained the transnational fight
for the values populists and nationalists
say they stand for, proposed how to counter them and how to determine if one’s
political organization is using too many
of our political adversaries’ messages. He
also pointed out how these movements are
worldwide. After that Diego Gago (President of Nuevas Generaciones de España)
delivered a speech welcoming the delegates
and thanking them for coming to the most
difficult region of Spain for Partido Popular. We then went to the Pueblo Español for
lunch, which allowed the delegates to see a
replica of the most recognizable cities of
Spain, and where they could eat traditional
food. After that the members of the Council had to vote on the Conference Resolution and make the first hearings for the
member organizations applying for membership at EDS. Then the four working
groups gathered to discuss the motions that
were to be sent to the Council.
On Saturday 9th, the Council Meeting
took place. An urgent motion was introduced on the recognition of Juan Guaidó
as interim President of Venezuela. The
usual agenda followed, with many statutory amendments introduced by the MOs,
making sure we keep our statutes up to
date with the needs of the organisation and
keep growing. We also accepted HAZ Croatia as a Full Member and FRPD Albania
as Observer Members.
The Council was interrupted to have a
workshop on Big Data, delivered by Lluis
Montull (data analyst) and host Mariano
Gomá (President of Societat Civil Catalana 2016-2018).
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STUDY MISSION –
CYPRUS:
CONFLICT
RESOLUTION AND
PEACEMAKING
Location:
Larnaca, Cyprus
Dates:
4-7 April
2019
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From April 4th to the 7th we hosted a
Study Mission in Larnaca, Cyprus under the theme “Conflict Resolution and
Peacemaking”. With great speakers like
for example Michalis Sophocleous from
the Glafkos Clerides Institute discussing
start ups and the role EU plays, Demetris
Pierides former diplomat and banker explaining the historical evolution of the island and the nation who dedicated his life
to rescuing the ancient arts, Savvas Kakos
the CEO of Quality Group Development
on the topic of Cyprus as an investment
destination in the southeastern Mediterranean and the development prospects of
Cyprus and Celia Richardson the Chief of
Joint Mission Analysis Center for the UN
Peacekeeping force in Cyprus. She helped
shed some light on the current situation as

well as the stories from the past, how the
UN functions and their current role in Cyprus as well as hopes for the future, whilst
also allowing our participants to visit them
in the current Buffer Zone at the UN offices there. The Cyprus case stands out as
a historical landmark in European history
and present time, yet conflicts and conflict
resolutions can be seen and debated everywhere. By allowing our participants a deep
dive into the political scene in Cyprus, the
international help and development and
the overall hopes for their future, everyone
left the mission better equipped to themselves understand conflict zones and the
enormous impact they have on a seemingly
peaceful society, the role of the UN in such
situations and bring with them more hope
for the way forward.
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COUNCIL
MEETING:
THE FIGHT
AGAINST
CORRUPTION
AND THE ROAD
TO PROSPERITY
IN THE
WESTERN
BALKANS
Location:
Tirana, Albania
Dates:
9-12 May
2019
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Our spring Council Meeting was held in
Tirana, Albania from the 9th to the 12th of
May under the theme “The Fight Against
Corruption and the Road to Prosperity in
the Western Balkans”. Our friends from
Albania FRPD became members in EDS
at the Winter University in February, and
it was our great pleasure to be hosted by
them so soon and welcome them into our
family. In Tirana we had the great pleasure
to be welcomed by Belind Kellici the chairman of FRPD and former MP Jorida Tabaku. The second day we started off with a
key note speech from Mr. Lulzim Basha,
Chairman of the Democratic Party of Albania before we left for Lezha city by bus.

Here we visited the Municipality of Lezha,
saw the Scanderbeg memorial and enjoyed
a traditional lunch up in the countryside
outside the city before our return to Tirana. We also held our traditional working
group sessions where all the participants
got to debate political motions on various
relevant and exciting topics. Saturday it
was time for our Council Meeting where
we adopted new policies for EDS, and had
interesting talks and debates amongst our
council members, at the end we had the
pleasure to be greeted by former President
of Albania Mr. Sali Berisha who spoke to
all our participants.
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EU ELECTIONS
Location:
Europe
Dates:
Spring 2019
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The political highlight of this year was without a doubt the EU Elections. EDS took
place at several election events together
with the EPP and our active members and
EU Election ambassadors. To highlight the
top, we are grateful to have taken place in
the campaign kick off in Athens, together
with the EPP, Team Weber for the Spitzenkandidaten and Kyriakos Mitsotakis. Here
we had the pleasure to host EDS Bureau
members, Co-Chairs and Election Ambassadors for a great and inspiring event
together with our friends from YEPP. To
end it all we attended the last event of the

Weber campaign in Munich. Here we had
the pleasure of meeting Mr. Weber himself,
Chancellor Merkel, Prime Minister Plenkovic, Joseph Daul, Prime Minister Borisov
and many more prominent politicians. It
was a pleasure to be there to celebrate the
end of the long and hard campaign in a
true Bavarian style, and to again feel the inspiration and last push the last days before
the final election day. The elections shaped
our year and it has made this working year
what is has been, we have all been proud to
campaign for a stronger Europe with the
EPP and our member parties.
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STUDY MISSION –
ECUADOR:
CAJA POLÍTICA:
REARMING
DEMOCRACY
Location:
Guayaquil,
Samborondón
and Quito
Dates:
2-8 June 2019

For the second time in a row now, EDS decided to hold a study mission on the other
side of the Atlantic. This year we again returned to Ecuador for the second round of
Caja Politica. With a delegation from EDS
and participants from all over Latin America we had fruitful debates, exchanged
views and ideas and had great cultural exchanges. During the 6 day trip the participants attended events both in Guayaquil
and in Quito, there were many interesting
speakers such as Roderick Navarro from
Venezuela who is one of the leaders of the
movement Rumbo Libertad, Arturo Torres
a journalist from Ecuador, Dionisio Garcia
from Spain and many, many more. We also
had the pleasure to hear from Sasha Hannig and Rafael Rincon from the Chilean
think tank FPP who both participated in
panels but also hosted a workshop. Here all
the participants got to meet and mix between European students and Latin American students, exchange ideas on heroes
and why we have them, the main problems
facing our society and what we could do to
solve them.
Apart from political discussions and exchanges the first days EDS and the other
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participants from Caja Politica also participated in building a house for Venezuelan refugees that have come to Ecuador
to escape the regime they are facing in
their home country. The camp we visited
serves as a stepping stone for refugees that
have just arrived to the country and the
city, and serves as a place for them to stay
whilst finding a more permanent solution
in Ecuador. We spent a day preparing the
ground, building the home, and painting it
for it to be possible to house another family
in need. This was a new experience for all,
and something everyone from EDS took a
lot from, the chance to create real change
and difference and see it happening from
our own labor is a change from the many
political discussions we face on a daily basis. We are all very grateful to the Caja Politica team for this opportunity.
At the end of the event the participants flew
to Quito to finish the event there. Here we
had the opportunity to visit the National
Assembly of Ecuador, visit the presidency
of Ecuador as well as the Municipality of
Quito. The event was a great success and
all parties are excited for future strengthened cooperation.
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STUDY MISSION –
CHINA
Location:
China
Dates:
24 June – 05 July
2019
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For the first time EDS were hosted by the
Chinese Government for a study mission
in China. 14 delegates arrived in Beijing
where we had meetings at the International Department of the CPC, met with the
youth wing and visited cultural sites in Beijing such as the Forbidden city. After a couple days there we travelled to the Henan
province and Zhengzhou city by the high
speed train. Upon arrival we were greeted by our local hosts and met with other
delegations from all over the world. Here
we were to hear about Xi Jinpings ideas on
socialism with Chinese characteristics for a
new era, as well as rural revitalization. We
again met with officials from the province,
heard stories of financial success and agricultural growth. During one of our days in
Henan province we were taken to Lankao
to visit the villages and the manufacturing
sites for the rural businesses, one of which a
place where they created traditional instruments. Here we got to try the instruments
and watch how they were made. On the
last day there we visited an ancient village,
here we got an extensive tour as well as we
visited location where they make porcelain, here our delegates got to observe the
end ceremony of the burning process, as
well as take part in it. Here we saw how

the porcelain was made, the harsh rules for
absolute perfection and the rituals tide to it
all. Again we were on the move, and now
we got on a plane to go to Hangzhou. In
Hangzhou we visited the West Lake and a
national tea museum, immersing ourselves
further in Chinese culture. We also had a
visit at a local university, visited a community called Wangma that is a representation
of workers success for the Chinese and a
community that has built itself up from
the ground, and we also here met with local provincial officials. The main topic for
the last days of our trip was the Belt and
Road initiative. This lead us to leave Hangzhou and go to Yiwu, a small city with an
immense amount of production, Yiwu for
example is said to produce two thirds of the
world’s Christmas decorations. In Yiwu we
had the pleasure of visiting manufacturing
sites, Yiwu railways and the international
trade city district. We had now reached the
end of our trip and departed for Shanghai
where we had half a day to explore before
we all departed for Europe again. We firmly believe this trip was an important part of
our work this year, expanding our international work towards the East and new, for
us, territories.
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During the working year 2018-2019 BullsEye, the official debating magazine of the European Democrat
Students, aimed at strengthening its position in promoting the activities and themes of EDS and providing
a platform to its members to make their voices heard.
For the third time in history, the year began with a special weekend in Brussels, where all the members of the
new Editorial Team were invited to plan the upcoming
year. The Editorial Team consisted of ten editors from
ten different countries, all of whom contributed to issues throughout the year. They worked alongside the
former Editor-In-Chief Julien Sassel, who was, before
the start of his diplomatic career, essentially in charge
of the content of the magazine, while the Vice-Chairman for publications Tommi Pyykkö was in charge of

the whole process. Markus Konow remained as the
graphic editor of the magazine for the second year.
Throughout the year there were four separate issues
published which consisted of 74 different articles written by the Editorial Team and many guest contributors coming from different backgrounds and different
countries all over Europe and beyond. While preparing new issues, there were times where too many people were interested in contributing to the issue, and
unfortunately, not all of them could be fitted into one
issue. This shows how strong BullsEye’s current status
is within the organisation and gives an excellent platform for the upcoming working year.

Johannes Bürgin (21) is
a German student from
the city of Nuremberg.
He is member of the committee for international
relations of the country’s
biggest political student
organization,
RCDS.
He is currently studying
International
Business
Studies
at
FriedrichAlexander University.

Mattia Caniglia (32) is an expert
in geopolitics and international
security with research experience
on the field in Africa, the Balkans
and South East Asia. He is currently the Director of the World
Terrorism Watch Database at the
European Strategic Intelligence
and Security Center in Brussels.
and has previously collaborated as
a political analyst with Foreign Policy, Fortune and The Guardian.

Santiago de la Presilla (24)
is
an
Oslo-based
communications adviser.
He previously worked for
the American Chamber
of Commerce and now
focuses on international
marketing of higher education.

Elie Joe Dergham (27) is
a Lebanese and Canadian dual citizen and has
been an active member
in EDS since 2015. He
has a Bachelor Degree
in Banking and Finance
from the Notre Dame
University - Lebanon
and is a certified anti
money laundering specialist (CAMS).

Beppe Galea (22) lives
in Gozo, Malta and is a
European Studies graduate from the University
of Malta. He served as
Vice Chairman of European Democrat Students
during the working year
2017/2018. He is currently
the Deputy News Manager
of the church media organisation Newsbook.com.mt.

Johanna-Barbara Gruber
(21) was born in Austria
and is currently finishing
her studies in business economics at the University
of Economics in Vienna.
She has been writing for
student’s newspapers since
her first semester. Her academic interest lies in gender studies and diversity
management.

Sabine Hanger (22) studies
Law in Vienna. Becoming
member of the Aktionsgemeinschaft in 2016, she
got elected 2017 to be
the Chairwoman of AG
Jus, offering a situation in
which she is confronted
with responsibility and
political sensitiveness, but
also opportunities to work
with various people.

Desislava Kemalova (26) is
from Bulgaria. She is currently doing a PhD in Law
in Sofia University where
she also teaches the discipline. She has work experience as a government
official, and currently legal
consulting. She has been
active in EDS since 2015
and served as a co-chair of
EU’19 WG.

Vladimir Milic (28) has a
BA in International Economics and Finance. He
is currently working for a
cultural centre in Belgrade,
Serbia. He considers EDS
as a platform on which to
discuss issues on Europe’s
future. He is a supporter of
EU integration interested
in the future of EU – China relations.

Anna Mkrtchyan (24) is
Armenian, and is an
member in YRPA. She
has a Master in Law
and is in the first year
of a Ph.D. course. She
has been a member of
Yerevan city council for
a year. She is a legal adviser of the legal department of the National
Assembly of Armenia.
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REPORTS BY MEMBER ORGANISATIO

ONS

Full members
AG Austria

Aktionsgemeinschaft
After the working year of 2018/19 started with an intense
annual summer meeting where AG Austria discussed and
planned their ideas for the national student’s elections in
2019. We nominated Dominik Ramusch as Spitzenkandidat and started preparing our campaign. During the
winter-semester we therefore started our first student’s
campaign for the working year, which included the call
for all students in Austria to be able to have more possibilities to transfer credits within differents studies. In October 2018 AG Austria celebrated their 35 year anniversary. Politicians and Ex-AG delegates came together for a
huge ceremonial act, shared their experiences within our
organisation and gave tips for the upcoming elections. Especially the appearance of an AG founding member, who
is well knows as politician in Austria, made us very proud.
As months went by, we organised our annual winter meeting, where we came together this march to organise and
finalise our campaign for the national students elections.
With our Spitzenkandidat Dominik Ramusch, we tried to
focus on student’s topics only, as we are well known and
appreciated for being an independent student’s organisation which only focuses on university issues.

After internal preparations for the upcoming elections
which will take place this May, we started our biggest
campaign which achieved support from over 17.000 statements of support from students all over Austria. The topic was a nationalwide tickets for public transportations.
Many students in our country desire to study in another
federal state. When driving home to their family, it costs
them a large amound of money, due to the fact that there
are no regulations for frequent drivers who use the same
connection on a daily/weekly bases. With our campaign
we finally managed to call attention to the lack of student’s tickets for trains, busses or other public transportation. After our campaign, two federal states invented
tickets for their students which will allow them to drive
home for a cheap price.
To sum up, the upcoming elections are our main focus
now. The transfer of credits and the demand of a nationalwide student’s ticket are our biggest claims, which gain
a lot of attention all over Austria.

CDS Belgium

Christen Democratische Studenten
During the past working year CDS has once more enriched student life at all major Dutch-speaking universities in Belgium. We organized numerous debates, lectures
and seminars for students, including a big scale debate for
the Belgian general elections with important representatives of all major political parties, a lecture about the
future of Europe with Herman Van Rompuy, and a series of debates with many prominent CD&V politicians
regarding the future of christian democracy in Belgium.
In addition to organizing events for students, CDS also
fulfilled its role as a student think tank. We managed to
get a number of important issues on the political agenda
of the general elections in Belgium by amending the official election manifesto of the Flemish christian democrat-
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ic party. After a long process of lobbying and negotiating
we were very happy to see that many of our amendments
passed, both regarding student-related themes and more
general issues, such as eradicating smoking during pregnancy, implementing nudging to improve healthy choices
and the battle against planned obsolescence.
In May CDS held its annual elections for the presidencies of the local branches and the general chairmanship.
In the local branches all current local presidents were
re-elected to serve another year. After two years in office
Thomas Belligh will finish his term as chairman of CDS
Belgium. Former local president Daan De Schepper was
elected as the new chairman and will start with his new
mandate on the first of August 2019.

FISS Bulgaria

Federation of Independent Student Societies
In June 2018, FISS actively took part in the campaign
to elect a president and head of the Union of Democratic Forces. FISS Executive Council members Viktor
Gusev and Rayno Stoyanov have participated actively in
the election headquarters of the candidate for the party
chairman Rumen Hristov and candidate for the deputy
chairman of the party Teodor Petkov. On 07.07.2018 a
National UDF conference was held and both candidates
supported from FISS won the elections. Rumen Hristov
was elected as a Chairman of the Party and Teodor Petkov (who was a former member of the national leadership
of FISS and Mayor of one of the largest municipalities
in Sofia - Vitosha) was elected as a Deputy Chairman
of the Party. In addition to that Georgi Nenkov (former
chairman of FISS and a former Mayor of district of Studentski grad - a region inhabited by many young people
in Sofia, former City councilor in Sofia and one of the
leading lawyers in the country) was re-elected as a President of the UDF National Election Commission.

•

New honorary Chairman of FISS – Plamen Panayotov;

•

New Chairman of FISS – Todor Gunchev

•

Maria Nenkova was reelected as an International Secretary.

In 2018, FISS successfully completed the joint project with
the Ronald Reagan Committee in Bulgaria, a project that
funded and implemented the construction of the world’s
only three identical bust-monument to US President Ronald Reagan. The design and the craft of the monuments
was made by the famous Bulgarian sculptor Boris Borisov.
One of the monument is located on the main alley in the
South Park in Sofia named after the US President Ronald
Reagan. The second one is situated in front of the Reagan
Ranch Center in Santa Barbara, California and the third
one is positioned in the Garden of Liberty in London,a
garden which is maintained by Robert Agostinelli.

This year the Federation continues its work on joint project with the Transatlantic Prosperity Area – Observer
Mission, Bulgaria.

In March 2019 FISS had a regular Annual Congress, in
which were elected:

In 2018 FISS continues to work as a permanent member
of the Public Council in the Central Election Commission of Bulgaria. The new elected Chairman of FISS
Todor Gunchev was also elected as a Chairman of the
Public Council with the undisputed decision of the Central Election Commission.
FISS has a long experience as an organization which is registering observers for the local and national elections in Bulgaria. FISS has successfully completed its 13th national elections observer mission. This the organization was registered
for the 14th consecutive time by a decision of the Central
Election Commission as an official election observer.

On 26th of May 2019 the European Parliament Elections
took part in Bulgaria. FISS members and supporters have
supported the candidates from GERB and the Union of
Democratic Forces, the EPP candidates. This coalition has
undisputedly won the elections and defeated the socialists.
There are members of our organization in every university in Bulgaria. The Federation of Independent Student
Societies has struggled to hear the voice of young people
and fights for their rights.

HAZ Croatia

Hrvatska Akademska Zajednica
Over the last 10 months we have been working in different fields of our interest in accordance with our values and goals. The central event for HAZ was the 9th
Parliament of the Croatian Academic Community in
December 2018. We are most proud of the renewed full
membership of the largest student organization in Europe; European Democrat Students.
We have completed the last academic year with an exceptionally successful Center Right Academy. This event
was organized together with our partners Hans Seidel
Stiftung and European Democrat Students. Interior
Minister Davor Božinović held an introductory lecture

on the first day of the academy. Numerous guests and
EDS members headed by President Virgilo Falco visited
the Croatian Parliament and the Croatian government,
where they received the President of the Croatian Government Andrej Plenković. The continuation of the
academy brought several lectures, round tables and panel
discussions. Judging by the satisfaction of the participants,
we believe that the Center Right Academy has its future
in the EDS calendar as a central academic and academic
program for all its members.
Soon after the academy, the Croatian Summer of Dreams
followed. The Croatian national football team won the
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hearts of the whole of Europe and the world by winning
its silver medal at the World Championships in Russia.
After the joy and summer break, the Summer University
in Genoa followed. Our deputy chairman Karlo Kolesar
became Co-Chair for the Higher Education.
September was the beginning of the new academic year
and the Academy of Public Speaking and Public Performances under the name of the Summer Academy of the
HAZ. In the coming months we participated in various
conferences and spread our network of commissioners at
universities and colleges.
On December 15, the 9th Croatian Academic Convocation
was held. The central event was where the officials, the board,
the alumni community, and the presidency were elected.
In the new year, we continued working according to the
set goals. We were present at all important conferences,
state and religious festivals, communicating their values
and attitudes.
February brought us back to the full EDS family membership. The news was transmitted by most media in Croatia,

thus the HAZ additionally demonstrates its strength and
importance in society.
The long and long preparations for university elections
were fruitful as our list won a part of the new composition
of the Student College of the University of Zagreb.
Before the elections for the European Parliament we organized a panel discussion and a confrontation of five
candidates from different parties. This is how we contributed to the campaign “This time I vote”, which aimed to
encourage citizens to vote.
The Central Humanitarian Project was the participation
of the HAZ team at Wings for Life in Zadar, which was
joined by Croatian basketball player and NBA player
Dario Šarić. All of the above mentioned activities are
always attended by a large number of students and our
members, for which we are exceptionally proud of.
We look forward to further projects, work within EDS,
Center Right Academy 2019 and many others for the
benefit of Croatia and Europe.

FPK Protoporia Cyprus
FPK Protoporia

The working year 2018-2019 started in August 2018 with
the annual electoral assembly of our organisation. A new
central Bureau was elected with a new Chairman, Mr
George Economides who shared his ideas and presented
the new programme that he would implement during the
year ahead. Mr Pantelis A. Poetis got elected as the new
International Secretary and further appointed as Deputy
International Secretary of the Democratic Rally Party of
Cyprus (DISY) while Mr Iakovos Iakovou was appointed
as the head of the delegation for FPK Protoporia in EDS.
During the past year, FPK Protoporia as the biggest student organisation in Cyprus supported a series of concrete proposals on Higher Education which aimed at
improving the Higher Education system of the country.
It is important to note that our organisation has been a
pioneer for the financial support mechanism since the
economic crisis in order to help students that need extra support to continue their studies and get their degree.
FPK Protoporia, an organisation that at the core of its
aims wants to raise awareness on the Cyprus issue, has
actively participated in several bi-communal events and
activities and supported the government’s efforts in any
possible way.
Between the months January to May, our organisation focused on the student elections which took place in many
cities and countries where a sufficient number of Cypriot
students live and study. Hundreds of young members of
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NE.DISY and FPK Protoporia managed to get elected in
the student elections across the student unions of Cypriots in the national and international level. Particularly,
student elections took place at the University of Cyprus,
University of Nicosia, Cyprus University of Technology,
European University and Frederick University. The elections in Cyprus were followed by elections in universities
around Greece in the cities of Athens, Thessaloniki, Ioannina, Patras, Volos, Komotini, Larissa, Heraklion and
Rethymno as well as in the UK cities of London, Birmingham, Newcastle and Manchester. Moreover student
elections were also held in Sofia and Plodviv Bulgaria and
in the Czech Republic in Prague and Burno. FPK Protoporia won the elections with the leading overall percentage
of 45%.
During April, we had the pleasure to host the EDS Study
Mission in Cyprus under the topic of Conflict Resolution
and Peacemaking in the South-Eastern Mediterranean
in the cities of Larnaca and Nicosia. The mission was
successful and 40 young leaders from Europe, the Middle
East and the Americas, had the chance to see the direct
impacts of the Turkish invasion and continuous occupation of the north of the island, visited the UN Headquarters in the Buffer Zone and attended high profile meetings
with governmental officials, DISY representatives, historians and diplomats.
The European elections were held in May, where FPK

Protoporia actively campaigned in order to assist in the
successful process of election and ensure that DI.SY, our
mother party, will achieve a good result alongside with the
rest of the European People’s Party (EPP) family.
In terms of the comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus
issue, the past working year has not been a very developing one in relation to the negotiations for a peaceful

and viable solution due to the stalemate and the Turkish
provocations in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of
Cyprus which continue up to this day. FPK Protoporia
condemned these provocations in the national and international press and worked to deepen the bonds and
strategic relations with European, American and Middle
Eastern organisations.

TK Finland

Student Union of the National Coalition Party Tuhatkunta /
Kokoomuksen Opiskelijaliitto Tuhatkunta ry
The academic year 2018-2019 was full of preparations
for elections and campaigning for TK Finland.

In November 2018, the new Board for 2019 was elected
in the Annual Congress. Ms. Janika Takatalo continued as
the Chairwoman of the Board, and the new International Secretary Ms. Hilla Haajanen was elected. Ms. Petra
Pieskä started in the position of Secretary General on
December 1st.

Finland’s parliamentary elections were held in April, only
six weeks before the EU Parliament elections. The mother
party of TK Finland, the National Coalition (Kokoomus)
was successful in the elections and gained one extra seat,
its’ 38th seat in the parliament of 200 representatives.
TK Finland only had three of its’ members running for
the parliament. Our candidates did not become elected,
but Chairwoman Takatalo in Southwest Finland almost
made it with her very active campaign. The formation of
government is currently under way and unfortunately it
seems that after a long period in government, Kokoomus
will become an opposition party even though it was the
third biggest party in the elections.

During autumn, TK Finland organised a program called
EPP Academy for its’ members especially interested in
the EU. The EPP Academy included a seminar day in
Helsinki with EPP MEP Sirpa Pietikäinen as the key note
speaker, participation to the EPP Congress in Helsinki in
November, writing to TK’s new EU themed pamphlet
and a trip to Brussels as guests of EPP MEP Henna Virkkunen. Among other activities, the participants visited the
European Parliament, met Commissioner Jyrki Katainen,
and took part to a seminar.

TK Finland actively took part in the EU elections as well.
TK Finland’s members all around Finland campaigned
for the Chairwoman Takatalo’s EU elections campaign.
She herself toured around all the big cities in Finland.
Ms. Takatalo got a great number of votes but was not
elected. Fortunately, Kokoomus was the most popular
party in the EU elections and kept its’ three MEPs (out of
13 Finnish MEPs in total). Kokoomus has been the most
popular party in all the EU elections ever held in Finland,
but in the first elections in 1996.

As TK Finland is a student association, the Student Union elections in the universities in autumn were important
and quite successful.

YFO of VMRO-DPMNE North Macedonia
Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE
The Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE is still continuing their daily fight for a non corrupt goverment with
the goal of becoming a part of the European union in the
future without losing it’s identity and important history.
The Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE annually
arranges a conference that this year took place in Skopje,
were important discussions and speaches where held that
emphasized the importance of a continued battle for a
legititmate government.

The YFU are currently at the fore front of a new “youth”
law that is being drafted in the assembly, which will focus
on improving th lives of all young people in Northern
Macedonia especially with regards to working conditions.
In the beggining of May the presidential elections where
held. Even though the socialist party won the election, it
was very clear that the winds of socialism is reachings its
end and a new era of center right politics is at the uprising.
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DAP-NDFK Greece

Demokratiki Ananeotiki Protoporia - Nea Demokratiki Fititiki Kinisi
This past year has been yet another year of increasing challenges. As the left-wing government of SYRIZA is already
in the last year of their mandate, the academic world as a
whole received one of the biggest and most serious attacks
against it. Criminality within Universities and around the
campuses hit record high levels. To the grand surprise of
both the students as well as academic community, violence
in Universities seemed to be, if not supported, at least tolerated by the Ministry for Education itself.
In this light, DAP-NDFK standing up to its responsibility
and beliefs, launched one of the biggest campaigns against
this phenomena of pure violence and criminality, taking
place exactly where democracy, respect of the rule of
law and human rights are taught and should flourish the
most. In this context, our leadership met with the Minister himself, bringing up these issues, presenting facts and
numbers and asking for what should be beyond any kind
of ideological debate: safety for Universities, students and
academics. Despite all these, the Ministry till today refuses
to take its share of responsibility and act, using academic
asylum as its alibi for this kind of unique “tolerance” to
violence and criminality in general. Several seminars and
informative events where held in most respective university
departments in this context, each of which was addressing
the hottest topic for each student community.
In the same context, members of the DAP-NDFK board
on a national level, published a report on the conclusions related to the situation within universities and technical institutions as far as criminal or illegal activities are concerned,
issued by the Ministry of Justice. Once again, DAP-NDFK
stood up for its historic role and the trust of thousands of
hundreds students that it enjoys, raising our voices for the
vast majority of students want to see changed!
During the year, DAP-NDFK was there to assist students
after the catastrophic wildfires in Athens, Crete and other areas in Greece. DAP-NDFK organized special campaigns to gather resources, goods etc. to be delivered to
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anyone in need during those tough times. Detailed proposals for the assistance especially of the students victims
of those incidents were submitted to the relative deans of
the respective universities.
Following these, DAP-NDFK held its “signature” campaign for the year under the title “Unthinkable - Self understandable”, based on a comparison between a number
of problematic cases related to Greek Universities and
what should already exist beyond any kind of debate. Key
issues addressed were brain-drain, as opposed to the effective connection among universities / technical institutions
and the market, the long debated university asylum, safety and criminality, the right to establish private universities, academic research and an effective report and fair
assessment within those institutions.
In the same pattern DAP-NDFK continued developing
and promoting its presence throughout a variety of activities on an international level as well. Taking part in
every EDS Council meeting and event, having its share
of responsibility in the long run for supporting Manfred
Weber as well as by being present in a number of Nea
Dimokratia events, representing the students of the country and raising its voice on behalf of them.
The year concluded in the most encouraging and inspiring way with the reaffirmation of students trust and
share of our core values and principles. For one more
consequent year, DAP-NDFk came first at a national
level during the students elections. DAP-NDFK gathered
50,04% of the University students votes, while in Technical institutions 62,58% of the students that voted, chose
DAP-NDFK. This marked one of the most successful
years in DAP-NDFK’s history, which given the general
political circumstances in Greece gave a special meaning
to the results. A meaning that corresponded to DAP-NDFK’s slogan for the elections “The first victory will be the
one coming from the students”.

Fidelitas Hungary
Fidelitas

Fidesz-Hungarian Civic Alliance won that year the Hungarian National Elections with the 2/3 of the available
places in the Houses of the Parliament. Fidelitas took
an enormous role and part on the road to this success.
Our activists did extremely well both in the door-to-door
strategy and in the daily political campaign on the streets
reaching potential voters next to the stands, even Viktor
Orbán, Prime Minister of Hungary was grateful and satisfied with the work of our people. Fortunately, the whole
process and the success rate was the same in the European Union Elections this year where Fidesz gained 13
out of the maximum 21 seats of Hungary with 52% of
the votes. Before and after the elections we did not forget about the values and goals of our organisation, so we
worked even harder than ever before to perform well in

these areas and to be able to communicate the voice of
the young Hungarian democrats as well. It was a great
honour and a huge project to organise and to host the
annual EDS Council Meeting in our capital city, Budapest in 2018 September. Our organisation always put
significant emphasis on recruiting new members. Thanks
to our new and innovative online campaign, more young
people joined Fidelitas in the last year than in the previous
3,5 years accumulated. We are also proud to take part
and to donate the poor and miserable Hungarian children and schools in Sub-Carpathia. Fidelitas also takes an
important part in the quality political dialog between the
different Hungarian political youth organisations, establishing and hosting debate platforms and events for every
political sides.

YF LDK Kosovo

Youth Forum of the Democratic League of Kosovo
Last year, the Youth Forum of LDK established their new
executive board that consists of 27 members, that are all
Chairmen of the Forum’s branches and sub-branches
and has grown in members and popularity among youth
in Kosovo. In addition, the YF has continuously been organising and participating in many activities. Our goal
is to be more present locally and internationally so we
better our position within our country as well as abroad.
The Youth Forum, in partnership with many internation-

al foundations such as the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Jarl
Hjalmarson Foundation, Robert Schuman Foundation
etc. and local NGO’s are organising trainings, round-table discussions, seminars and conferences on centre-right
policies, the current political situation and the role of
youth in decision making. The YF of LDK participates
in all the events that are organised by EDS and is a very
active member.

SC Italy

StudiCentro
StudiCentro is a member of the National Council of Students Organizations, the Official Associations Network of
the italian Ministry of Education: since this year is a full
member of the National Youth Council of Italy.
During this working year StudiCentro has been active in
local and regional elections.
StudiCentro’s President, Virgilio Falco has been elected
its Secretary.

He was also elected Vice President of the Young Democrat Union.
Giuseppe Palmero, EDS co-chair, has been elected City
Counselor in Ventimiglia (IM).
Francesco Sismondini, EDS co-chair, has been appointed
International Secretary of Studicentro.
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SDM Malta

SDM - Studenti Demokristjani Maltin
This year, with the campaign called “Our University, Tomorrow”, SDM wanted to integrate all students in order
to work together for a better University in the close future.
The main idea behind this campaign was to induce all
students with the belief that it is up to us to leave a better
University for future generations - our own actions and
vision is what the University will look like within 5 to 10
years’ time. Along the campaign, SDM made sure to tackle the key and major topics surrounding our University,
namely; Environmental Sustainability, Social Wellbeing
and Education, through surveys and debates. In this campaign, SDM collaborated with 23 other organizations in
the University so that Student Activism is given importance on campus. SDM also focused on charity during
this year. During another campaign called ‘’HOPE’’,

SDM collaborated with Bjorn Formosa in aid of ALS
Malta, in order to contribute to the great work done by
Bjorn and also to share a new sense of hope between all
students in Junior College. Students had the pleasure to
meet Bjorn at the college, while collecting a generous sum
of €1,095 between the students that took part in this initiative, along with the use of social media as a tool in order
to spread messages of courage. During this year, SDM
won the KSU election and so, a set of eleven candidates
that contested under the SDM ticket where individually
elected by a full trust placed on them from the students
themselves. Due to the fact that 2019 marks the 45th anniversary of SDM, various events where held during the
year in order to celebrate this milestone with all members
and also all those that have student activism at heart.

HS Norway

Høyres Studenter
The working year 2018/2019 started with an election
for the new board of HS Norway. We elected a new
board, and a new chairman. Then we hosted and attended our annual summer camp, where we had excellent training for all our participants as well as a great
time overall. Throughout the year our main focus has
been the 2019 local elections in Norway, and most of
our work has been aimed towards our goals for the election. We have designed new campaign materials, produced a lot of new exciting policy documents, created
detaild campaign plans for our national and local associations and hosted many events and debates.

We have also attended all EDS events, as well as participated both in NKSU and IYDU the last year, we have
had motions adopted by EDS and continued to show
our engagement and love for international politics and
European politics. We will now again end this working
year at our annual summer camp, with targeted debate
training ahead of the election campaigns, and then a
summer full of election events.

SMD Poland

Stowarzyszenie “Młodzi Demokraci”
In the working year of 2015/2016 our party lost power.
We were about to face problems as biggest youth political NGO in Poland, standing strong in opposition to
the autocracy of the ruling party. We worked close to
the mother party both in preparation of the manifesto,
as well as drafting of national Act for Youth voted in
the parliament. We underlined the role of the entrepreneurship and tax incentives. We have strengthened our
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attacks against breaking the rule of law and set up a project pointing out all the violations to public. Throughout the year we took part in massive anti-governmental
demonstrations against dismantling of judiciary system.
On the grounds of peoples’ movement we prepared ourselvs to start a #YouthFront initiative with another youth
opposition’s organisations.

RMDKM Romania

Hungarian Christian Democratic Movement from Romania Youth
Events organized by us:

Street Art

A day on ice

Date: 2018 October

Date: 2018 January

Guest speaker: Bustya János

About the event: A day on ice was a sports event for
which there was free entry. In the morning we organized
ice-skating lessons for kids, and they could show their
skills in different trials. In the afternoon and evening we
had trials such as ice-skate dancing, and other games for
the grown-ups.

About the event: Street Art is very popular these days. It
can be a wall painting, or a street musician or actor. The
purpose of the event was for the youth to learn that you
don’t need to visit a museum or an art gallery in order
to meet with culture or art. It’s enough to go out on the
street and keep your eyes open.

Participants: 100 kids and 500 youth totaling 600 people

Participants: 80 people

Bike tour

RMDSZ Congress in Cluj-Napoca

Date: 2018 June

Date: 2019 February

About the event: Participants took part in a bike tour of
Covasna county. Local attractions such as churches, castles or manors where visited and they also had a guided
tour.

About the event: In February our parent organization
held their 14th Congress.

Participants: 30 people

EU Summer School
Date: 2018 September
About the event: We organized this event in which the
youth could learn about how the EU institutions work.

The Executive Board was re-elected for a new term; leading personalities from the Carpathian Basin took part and
also held speeches.
EPP Secretary General Antonio Lopez Isturiz sent a video message of support, and thanking the organization for
the great cooperation between EPP and RMDSZ, and
wishing luck for the future.
Participants: 1000 people

Our guest speakers also talked about the importance the
2019 European Elections; what will the role oft he youth
will be in the campaign.

Indoor footbal tournament

The event was the perfect occasion to decide our youth
candidates fort he upcoming elections.

About the event: 12 teams from our member organizations participated in the tournament.

Participants: 300 people

The tournament ended with a friendly game between
RMDSZ and RMKDM.

Date: 2019 March
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NNGG Spain

Nuevas Generaciones
Since last EDS Summer University in Genoa, NNGG
has been mainly focused on national, regional and local
elections and giving support to our mother party during
the campaigns. The first election was in Andalucia in
December. Andalucia is the biggest region in Spain and
had been ruled by the socialists since the beginning of
the democratic era in 1978. Our members from all over
Spain were so active giving support to the party because it
was the first election since Pablo Casado, former NNGG
leader, was elected as leader of the party. Two members
of NNGG were elected MPs of the regional parliament
and Partido Popular get the government thanks to a coalition with other party. Juan Manuel Moreno became first
non-socialist President of Andalucia. Juan Manuel is a
former Chairman of NNGG.
A huge delegation from NNGG attend to the EPP Congress in Helsinki as part of the organizational team of the
Congress and Carlo as board member of EDS.
We celebrate the national convention of the party in January and NNGG had its own stand. We had the honour
of receiving Manfred Weber in our stand to talk about
European elections. We also interviewed the father of the
Venezuelan opposition leader, Leopoldo López, who is
recently elected as member of the European Parliament
with Partido Popular. In that convention we receive the
visit of the EDS Chairman, Virgilio Falco.

NNGG organised the EDS Winter University for the working year 2018/2019 in Barcelona. The WU was focused on
the topic of the fight against nationalism and secessionism
but also in the Venezuelan crisis as those days Guaidó was
nominated as legitimate interim President of Venezuela.
NNGG defends its position and present a motion to call
the EU institutions to recognise Guaidó, as well other democratic countries as United States or Canada.
The situation of the Spanish politics were so unstable and
Pedro Sánchez called for early elections in April after a
huge demonstration against his position on the Catalan issue. He wanted to establish a dialogue between the Spanish
and Catalonian governments with mediators as if it were
a conversation between two countries. NNGG had an important role in these elections because we had a lot of lead
candidates for the Chamber of Deputies and for the Senate too. Diego Gago, our current NNGG Chairman, was
elected MP. We lost the elections because of the split of
the vote in three center and right-wing parties. The three
parties together got more votes than the left but because of
the electoral system we gained less MPs.
Just one month after the national elections we had the
regional, local and European elections on the same day,
26th of May. We improve our results but still being the
second national force after the socialists. In that elections,
a lot of members from NNGG took part in the elections
and gain local council and regional parliaments seats.

FMSF Sweden

Fria Moderata Studentförbundet
The past political year in Sweden have been characterised by the General Election in September 2018 and the
lengthy process to form a government based on an uncertain election result. In January 2019 the two Swedish
ALDE parties and former coalition partners of the two
Swedish EPP parties left the Centre-right political Alliance and started a cooperation with the Social Democrats
securing four more years for the leftist government leaving the EPP parties in opposition.
During the last year the Confederation of Swedish Conservative and Liberal Students, FMSF, arranged several
seminars both on nationwide level and local. The seminars were attended by many members listening to guests
and discussing different political themes. The seminars
included themes like personal freedom, making it simpler
for motor traffic and the challenges facing the European
Union. These seminars form unique connections for conservative and liberal students in Sweden.
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FMSF also this year attended the political happening
Almedalen week where we released a report advocating
important reforms on taxes and personal freedom for
the upcoming election. The report was noticed by one
of the largest newspapers. We also connected young
centre-right political activists for social activities attended by 200 people.
We also recently released a report arguing for spending
4% of GDP on defence and have been pushing for constitutional reforms towards more of separation of powers.
In conclusion the FMSF have had a very prosperous year
with a surge of active members and local groups. We look
forward to another year of spreading conservative and
liberal ideas and making Sweden and Europe more free.
As part of this work we look forward to keep being an
active member organisation of EDS and participating in
the important international work.

YCGE United Kingdom

Young Conservative Group for Europe
We are honored to have been thoroughly involved with European Democrat Students throughout the past year, by attending all
Council Meetings and actively engaging in debates, discussions
and friendly banter with all our colleagues in the EDS Family.
Our Chair, Ivan Botoucharov is thrilled to be Co-Chair
of the Policies for Europe (PfE) working group which has
already delivered a number of Motions and Background
Papers, all of which have passed with flying colours. He
has also had to honor to contribute to BullsEye and looks
forward to proposing further contributions.
Our new International Secretary, Izabella Lobinska, was
delighted to be introduced to EDS and meet so many fantastic young people. Izabella is looking forward to future
collaborations, projects and campaigns.
Our latest addition to EDS is the excellent Manny Janssens, who has reportedly made a very positive impression

and is very enthusiastic to contribute further to Europe’s
best young political organisation.
In addition to our activity in EDS, which is always a key
proirity for us, we have also had many and regular activities
in the UK. We’ve hosted events on a monthly basis with
senior British politicians, including several with The Right
Honourable Dominic Grieve QC MP, who is the most
well-known Conservative pro-European, being instrumental behind the Meaningful Vote by MPs in Parliament and
being one of the first to call for a wider People’s Vote.
We have also hosted as many of our EDS partners as we
could, first starting with theUK’s neighbouring countries
who are crucial for trade, border topics and immediate
political concerns. We are very much looking forward to
hosting many more organisations in the future as well as
to helping make EDS better and better, together with all
our colleagues in this awesome family!

Affiliated members
LFYA Lebanon

Lebanese Forces Youth & Students Association
The past year has been a busy for the Lebanese Forces
Youth & Students Association (LFYA).
Following the assignment of the new board, LFYA kicked
off its year by organizing an anti-corruption campaign titled
“Youth Against Corruption”, the campaign aimed to create
more awareness about corruption in Lebanon and where it
lies, the campaign ended by a youth discussion with MPs and
Ministers about the topic and means of tackling it.
2018 was also the year of parliamentary elections in Lebanon, which the LFYA was taking part in on different
levels from logistics, to campaigning to assisting the party
on elections days, and event managing the campaigns of
some of the party candidates.
Kicking off the academic year with Student elections
across major universities in the country, LFYA alone secured more than 70% of the votes in majority Christian
students universities and made significant gains in others
making it the organization with the highest number of
representatives in student bodies and student council
chairmen. The elections also witnessed the launch of a
unified students elections campaign across universities in
Lebanon, a 1st time in the history of Lebanese student

elections. For Christmas LFYA also organized it’s annual Christmas Gala Dinner attended by around 2,000
students. Throughout the year, various departments of
LFYA have organized their own academic and leisure
events attended by thousands of students.
More on the academic level, LFYA organized a graduation ceremony for the students who attended and successfully completed level B of its intellectual development
academy, which aims to increase the level of knowledge
of its students on different topics in addition to developing
their communication, leadership and negotiations skills.
Moving forward, the LFYA launched a 2 hours documentary about the history of the organization and the milestones it has reached and the difficulties it had overcome
in an event held at the party headquarters in Maarab.
LFYA also hosted different youth delegations from sister
organizations from various countries in Europe.
Last but not least, LFYA took part in the funeral of the
late Patriarch of the Maronite Church, Cardinal Mar
Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir.
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Observer members
CSJ Luxembourg

CSJ - Schüler a Studenten
7th – 8th July 2017: Convention of the CSJ -Schüler a
Studenten in Lultzhausen

8th July 2018: Cocktail bar at the summer party of the
CSV in Hesperange

13th July 2017: Cocktail bar at the summer party of the
CSV in Hesperange

14th October 2018: Supporting our young candidates in
the national elections

8th October 2017: Supporting our 100 young candidates
in the municipal elections

November 2018: 12th YEPP Congress in Athens

13th October 2017: BENELUX Meeting in Brussels
9th-10th November 2017: Participating at the annual student fair, by picking the 30th years of Erasmus program
as a central theme for our stand
14th April 2018: Congress of CSJ-Schüler a Studenten
in Luxembourg
5th - 6th July 2018: Future Youth Festival in Luxembourg
to sensitize young people for politics (#speakup)
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November 2018: EPP Congress in Helsinki
8th -9th November 2018: Participating at the annual student fair in Luxembourg
30th November 2018: Congress of CSJ-Schüler a Studenten in Luxembourg
18th January 2019: Workshop for pupils to sensibilize
them for the European Union and the European Elections

STATISTICS

Membber statistics

Summer University

Council Meeting

Winter University

Council Meeting

Genoa

Budapest

Barcelona

Tirana

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

YRPA Armenia

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Overall
50%

AG Austria

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

BSN Belarus

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

75%

CDS Belgium

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

EDH Belgium

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

75%

FISS Bulgaria

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

MDBG Bulgaria

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

MGERB Bulgaria

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

CAU Croatia

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

SO HSS Croatia

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

FPK Protoporia Cyprus

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

MK Czech Republic

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

25%

KS Denmark

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

IRLY Estonia

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

62,5%

TK Finland

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

UNI-MET France

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

YFU of VMRO-DPMNE

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

UYNM Georgia

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

YSO Graali

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

RCDS Germany

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

DAP-NDFK Greece

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

Fidelitas Hungary

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

SC Italy

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

GDS Italy

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

FR-LDK Kosovo

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

LFYA Lebanon

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

75%

JKL Lithuania

Present

Absent

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

25%

CSJ Luxemburg

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

50%

SDM Malta

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

PAS Moldova

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

25%

TLDM Moldova

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

50%

HS Norway

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

SMD Poland

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

RMKDM Romania

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

CSL Romania

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

YDC Russia

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

YFI Serbia

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

ODM Slovakia

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

75%

SAU Slovenia

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

NN.GG Spain

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

Summer University

Council Meeting

Winter University

Council Meeting

Genoa

Budapest

Barcelona

Tirana

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

Council

WGs

FMSF Sweden

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Overall

USA Ukraine

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

0%

SM Ukraine

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

YCGE United Kingdom

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

100%

100%

Bureau prescence
Executive Members

Non-Executive Members

Physical Meetings

Falco

Tadych

Pyykkö

Losonci

Poetis

Angrisano

Kiss

Taneva

Saerens

Juriks

Ezako

Genoa, August

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Brussels, September

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Budapest, September

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Helsinki, November

Present

Volunteer

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Volunteer

Online

Present

Present

Vienna, January

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Barcelona February

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Tirana, May

Present

Online

Online

Present

Present

Online

Present

Online

Online

Present

Present

Bucharest, July

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

SUM:

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

90%

March

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

SUM:

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

TOTAL:

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

91%

Online Meetings
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FIND OUT HOW TO CONTACT US!
Visit us at
Rue du Commerce 10, BE-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Visit our homepage at
edsnet.eu

Follow us on Instagram at
@edsnet.eu

Like us on Facebook at
facebook.com/edsnet.eu

Read previous issues at
bullseye-magazine.eu

Follow us on Twitter at
@edsnet

Contact us at
students@epp.org
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